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Summary

Floods take a heavy toll on society, costing lives, damaging buildings and property, disrupting livelihoods, and sometimes necessitating federal disaster relief, which has risen to record
levels in recent years. The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was created in 1968 to reduce the flood risk to individuals and their reliance on federal disaster relief by making federal
flood insurance available to residents and businesses if their community adopted floodplain management ordinances and minimum standards for new construction in floodprone areas. Insurance
rates for structures built after a floodplain map was adopted by the community were intended to
reflect the actual risk of flooding (i.e., risk-based rates), taking into account the likelihood of inundation, the elevation of the structure, and the relationship of inundation to damage to the structure. Charging higher premiums for structures expected to suffer greater flood damage would
make people aware of their flood risk and would transfer the cost of losses from taxpayers to
property owners. Rates for existing structures were subsidized to encourage insurance purchase
and community participation in the NFIP. The NFIP designers anticipated that the need for such
subsidies would diminish over time as aging structures left the portfolio.
Today, rates are subsidized for one-fifth of the NFIP’s 5.5 million policies. Structure elevations are not known for most subsidized policies. However, the NFIP believes that most of these
structures are negatively elevated, that is, the elevation of the lowest floor (including basement)
is lower than the NFIP benchmark for construction standards and floodplain management ordinances—the water surface elevation with a 1 chance in 100 of being exceeded annually (called
the 1 percent annual chance exceedance elevation or base flood elevation). Compared to structures built above the base flood elevation, negatively elevated structures are more likely to incur
a loss because they are inundated more frequently, and the depths and durations of inundation are
greater.
When subsidies are phased out to improve the fiscal health of the NFIP, as required by the
Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012 and subsequent legislation, premiums for
negatively elevated structures will rise, in some cases substantially, to cover the expected losses.
Consequently, it is important to ensure that NFIP methods used to calculate risk-based premiums
for negatively elevated structures are credible, fair, and transparent. This report examines current
NFIP methods for calculating risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures; identifies
1
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changes in analysis methods and data collection that are needed to support risk-based premiums;
and discusses the feasibility, implementation, and cost of making these changes (Box S.1).
BOX S.1
Study Charge
An ad hoc committee will conduct a study of pricing negatively elevated structures in the National
Flood Insurance Program. Specifically, the committee will:
1. Review current NFIP methods for calculating risk-based premiums for negatively elevated
structures, including risk analysis, flood maps, and engineering data.
2. Evaluate alternative approaches for calculating “full risk-based premiums” for negatively elevated structures, considering current actuarial principles and standards.
3. Discuss engineering, hydrologic, and property assessment data and analytical needs associated with fully implementing full risk-based premiums for negatively elevated structures.
4. Discuss approaches for keeping these engineering, hydrologic, or property assessment data
updated to maintain full risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures.
5. Discuss feasibility, implementation, and cost of underwriting risk-based premiums for negatively
elevated structures, including a comparison of factors used to set risk-based premiums.

CURRENT NFIP METHODS
The first task of the committee was to review current NFIP methods for calculating riskbased premiums, including the floodplain analysis and mapping that support insurance rate setting (Box S.1). The NFIP expresses flood risk in terms of the expected economic loss due to inundation and the probability of that loss. Information about the flood hazard, determined through
NFIP flood studies, the vulnerability of the structure being insured, and the performance of certain flood protection measures is incorporated into a flood risk assessment, which yields an estimate of the average annual loss. The insurance rate is determined from this loss after adjusting
for expenses, deductibles, underinsurance, and other factors. This process is described in more
detail below.

Flood Hazard Analysis and Mapping
In inland areas, NFIP flood studies focus on the expected behavior of a watershed, river
channel, and adjacent floodplain where structures are located. In coastal areas, the studies also
assess the effects of storm surge and wave action. Models of relevant physical processes are coupled with statistical models of weather events to compute flood depths and velocities, and their
likelihood of occurring. The model prediction results are summarized in reports and portrayed on
Flood Insurance Rate Maps, which show water surface elevations, floodplain boundaries, zones
of flood severity, and other information. The maps are used to identify locations of high flood
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risk, to determine whether flood insurance is required, and, if so, to inform determination of a
flood insurance premium.

Flood Risk Assessment
Flood risk assessments generally focus on four components:
1. Flood hazard—the probability and magnitude of flooding
2. Exposure—the economic value of assets subjected to flood hazard
3. Vulnerability—the relationship of flood hazard properties to economic loss
4. Performance—the effect of flood protection and damage mitigation measures in modifying the flood hazard, the exposure, or the vulnerability
The NFIP describes flood hazard using water surface elevation–probability functions, referred to
as PELV curves. The curves, which were developed from flood studies in the early 1970s, represent natural watershed, channel, and tidal and wind behaviors throughout the range of possible
flood events, and show the annual probability that flood waters will reach or exceed a given
depth relative to the base flood elevation. Variations in flood hazard are described with 30 PELV
curves, representing topographies ranging from broad, shallow floodplains to narrow, steep
mountain valleys.
The NFIP describes vulnerability by relating expected damage to depth of inundation. A
depth–percent damage function, referred to as a DELV curve, expresses damage as a percentage
of a structure’s replacement value (the exposure) for a specified depth of water in the structure.
The NFIP uses two models—damage functions derived from NFIP claims data and U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) damage functions—to develop a blended DELV curve.
The NFIP describes the performance of levees and flood storage and diversion by comparing the properties of these measures to design and operation standards. If a measure meets those
standards, then it is considered to provide complete protection from the 1 percent annual chance
exceedance flood as well as floods with lesser velocities, water surface elevations, and discharge
rates.

Risk-Based Insurance Rates
The NFIP determines insurance rates for classes of structures that share similar characteristics, including flood zone, occupancy, type of construction, the location of contents in the structure, and the structure’s elevation relative to the base flood elevation. The average annual loss is
computed by summing the product of the DELV curve for a class of structures and each PELV
curve, and then averaging the computed losses over the set of 30 PELV curves, weighted by the
estimated fraction of structures in the various flood zones at various elevations. The average annual loss for the class of structures is converted to an insurance rate for that class by adjusting for
expenses, the amount of underinsurance (because not all structures can be or are insured to their
P R E P U B L I C AT I O N C O P Y
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full value), the portion of the claim that will not be covered because of the policy deductible, and
other factors.
NFIP methods for setting risk-based rates focus on rating structures that comply with NFIP
construction standards, and their use has been optimized for structures with lowest floor elevations at or above the base flood elevation. However, the NFIP has applied risk-based methods to
about 240,000 negatively elevated structures that have had an elevation survey. The NFIP uses
the same method to calculate risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures, but requires additional information to be collected on building construction and contents value, a more detailed
review of the policy application, and possibly verification of building construction details. The
additional data are used to adjust the rate on a more individualized basis for negatively elevated
structures.
Overall, the committee found that current NFIP methods for setting risk-based rates do not
accurately and precisely describe critical hazard and vulnerability conditions that affect flood
risk for negatively elevated structures, including very frequent flooding, a longer duration of
flooding, and a higher proportion of damage from small flood events. In addition, the PELV and
DELV curves have not been updated with modern data. Finally, many NFIP methods were developed decades ago and do not take full advantage of modern technological and analysis capabilities. Potential changes to NFIP methods to address these issues are summarized below.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
The second task of the committee was to evaluate alternative approaches for calculating
risk-based premiums for negatively elevated structures (Box S.1). The committee considered
both incremental changes to current NFIP methods and different approaches, which would require research, development, and standardization; new data collection; and user training.

Incremental Changes to Current NFIP Methods
Conclusion 1. Careful representation of frequent floods in the NFIP PELV curves is important for assessing losses for negatively elevated structures. The shape of the PELV curve
depends primarily on the difference between the 1 percent and 10 percent annual chance exceedance depths. However, a significant portion of potential losses to negatively elevated structures
are caused by floods more frequent than those with a 10 percent annual chance of exceedance. A
short-term solution is to use information from existing detailed flood studies to refine the PELV
curves so that they define more accurately the water surface elevations for frequent floods. If a
flood study developed the frequency information needed to determine the 1 percent annual
chance exceedance elevation, it could be easily expanded to determine more frequent water surface elevations.
Conclusion 2. Averaging the average annual loss over a large set of PELV curves leads to
rate classes that encompass high variability in flood hazard for negatively elevated strucP R E P U B L I C AT I O N C O P Y
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tures, and thus the premiums charged are too high for some policyholders and too low for
others. A short-term means to reduce the excessive variance in premiums is to calculate the average annual loss component of the flood insurance rate using a water surface elevation–
exceedance probability function that represents the flood hazard at the structure’s location, rather
than basing the calculation on the 30 PELV curves that represent flood hazard nationally. The
appropriate function might be an existing PELV curve, but it is more likely that new categories
of water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions would have to be developed to capture important differences in flood hazard conditions. Local meteorological, watershed, and
floodplain properties (e.g., terrain, presence of levees) could be used to guide the selection of the
appropriate PELV curve or category of water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions.
Conclusion 3. NFIP claims data for a given depth of flooding are highly variable, suggesting that inundation depth is not the only driver of damage to structures or that the quality
of the economic damage and inundation depth reports that support the insurance claims is
poor. The NFIP calculates damage from inundation depth alone, but other drivers of damage
(e.g., duration of inundation, flow velocity, water contamination, debris content) may also be
important. For example, a negatively elevated structure will commonly be inundated longer than
for a structure built above the base flood elevation at the same location, and the prolonged wetting of material will increase damage. Research would be required to determine which drivers of
flood damage are important and to develop the appropriate damage prediction function for use in
the rate calculation.
Conclusion 4. When the sample of claims data is small, the NFIP credibility weighting
scheme assumes that USACE damage estimates are better than NFIP claims data, which
has not been proven. The DELV model uses both USACE damage estimates and NFIP claims
data, weighted according to their credibility. NFIP claims data are used when the sample size is
large enough to assign 100 percent credibility at a selected confidence level. When NFIP claims
data are sparse, USACE damage estimates are weighted heavily, even though the quality of the
damage estimates is unknown. With almost 50 years of NFIP claims data, it may no longer be
necessary to incorporate USACE damage models of unknown origin and quality into NFIP damage estimates. Instead, the NFIP could build a large set of flood damage reports from relevant
agencies (e.g., Federal Emergency Management Agency, USACE, National Weather Service,
state and local agencies) and use it to adjust the DELV curves annually. Having multiple sources
of damage data would also provide an independent check on NFIP data quality. Smaller improvements could be made by determining the quality of the USACE data—a difficult task given
the lack of documentation—and revising the NFIP credibility scheme to weigh the two datasets
appropriately.
Conclusion 5. Levees may reduce the flood risk for negatively elevated structures, even if
they do not meet NFIP standards for protection against the 1 percent annual chance exceedance flood. The NFIP treats levees designed, constructed, and maintained to an acceptable
standard as preventing damage from floods more frequent than those with a 1 percent annual
P R E P U B L I C AT I O N C O P Y
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chance of exceedance. Levees (or levee segments) that do not meet that standard are treated as
providing lesser or no flood protection. However, these non-accredited levees may provide some
protection against the 50 percent and 10 percent annual chance exceedance floods, which contribute significantly to losses for negatively elevated structures. A short-term change is to modify
the NFIP Levee Analysis and Mapping Procedure to assess the ability of non-accredited levees to
prevent inundation of negatively elevated structures by events more frequent than the 1 percent
annual chance exceedance flood.
Conclusion 6. When risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures are implemented,
premiums are likely to be higher than they are today, creating perverse incentives for policyholders to purchase too little or no insurance. As a result, the concept of recovering loss
through pooling premiums breaks down, and the NFIP may not collect enough premiums
to cover losses and underinsured policyholders may have inadequate financial protection.
The NFIP encourages the purchase of sufficient flood insurance to cover the value of the structure, but the mandatory purchase statute requires only that the amount of insurance cover the outstanding balance of the federally backed mortgage, if any. (In addition, the statutory limit of
$250,000 coverage for single family structures, unchanged since 1994, means that many structures cannot be insured to their full value). The NFIP could discourage the deliberate purchase of
too little insurance, and fairly compensate for it, by tying the underinsurance adjustment to the
ratio of the amount of insurance purchased to the replacement cost value of the structure, as is
currently done for structures in high-hazard coastal zones. Alternatively, the NFIP could reduce
loss payments or impose other penalties for severely underinsured structures, although public
policy issues may also have to be considered.
Conclusion 7. Adjustments in deductible discounts could help reduce the high risk-based
premiums expected for negatively elevated structures. The current NFIP minimum deductible
ranges from $1,000 to $2,000 for structure and for contents coverages. The NFIP offers premium
discounts based on the dollar amount of the deductible chosen and whether the structure was
built before or after floodplain maps were adopted by the community. However, more refined
PELV curves and more accurate replacement cost information in rating policies could be used to
develop deductible discounts that are more appropriate to individual expected annual losses.
Minimum deductibles could also be increased, which would reduce premiums as well as NFIP
expected claims payouts overall.

New Approach: A Comprehensive Risk Assessment
Conclusion 8. Modern technologies, including analysis tools and improved data collection
and management capabilities, enable the development and use of comprehensive risk assessment methods, which could improve NFIP estimates of flood loss. A comprehensive risk
assessment would describe risk over the entire range of flood hazard conditions and flood events,
including the large, infrequent floods that cause substantial losses to the NFIP portfolio, and the
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smaller, frequent floods that make up a significant portion of loss to negatively elevated structures. Major differences from current NFIP methods include the following:
 Rather than using a standard set of national PELV curves to describe flood hazard, water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions would be developed for a study area and
used to determine the flood hazard for individual structures by modeling watershed, channel, and
floodplain characteristics at fine spatial resolution.
 In addition to describing the effectiveness of levees and flood storage and diversion in
protecting against the 1 percent annual chance exceedance flood, a comprehensive risk assessment would describe the various levels of protection offered by all elements of a flood protection
system (e.g., reservoirs, levees, floodwalls, diversions and bypasses, channels, warning systems)
and mitigation measures (e.g., elevating structures) through the entire range of flood events.
 A comprehensive risk analysis would account explicitly for all uncertainties—including
uncertainties about current and future flood hazard; structure value, vulnerability, and elevation;
and the current and future performance of flood protection measures—and account for them
through the risk analysis.
These changes would improve both the accuracy and precision of flood loss estimates for structures or groups of structures, and thus, the accuracy and precision of rates based upon the loss
estimates.

SUPPORTING DATA
The third and fourth tasks of the committee concern collecting and updating engineering,
hydrologic, and property assessment data needed for implementing risk-based premiums for negatively elevated structures (Box S.1). The committee focused on near-term data issues, which
have been documented or seem likely to arise.
Conclusion 9. Risk-based rating for negatively elevated structures requires, at a minimum,
structure elevation data, water surface elevations for frequent flood events, and new information on structure characteristics to support the assessment of structure damage and
flood risk. For risk-based rating, the NFIP requires an Elevation Certificate, which records the
elevation of the lowest floor of a structure, measured by a land survey. However, the accuracy of
the data is difficult to confirm. Vehicle-mounted lidar could potentially be used to validate structure elevation data on Elevation Certificates or to collect structure elevation data at a much lower
cost. Because lidar measures the highest adjacent grade elevation, some work would have to be
done to convert the data to lowest floor elevations.
The NFIP collects basic information on structure characteristics, such as the number of
floors and the type of supporting foundation, but additional information is needed to support
models that predict damage from inundation, duration of flooding, or other drivers of damage at
the structure level (see Conclusion 3). New data needs include the characteristics and usage of
basements, the properties of the foundation, the type of structure or architecture, the type of inteP R E P U B L I C AT I O N C O P Y
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rior and exterior finishes, and the quality of construction. Finally, water surface elevation predictions for frequent events can be extracted from existing or new flood studies. Structure elevations
and, in some cases, flood studies would have to be updated following a major flood event or the
accumulation of sufficient vertical land motion to change the rate class. Structure characteristics
would have to be updated after a major renovation.
Conclusion 10. The lack of uniformity and control over the methods used to determine
structure replacement cost values and the insufficient quality control of NFIP claims data
undermine the accuracy of NFIP flood loss estimates and premium adjustments. The NFIP
obtains replacement cost data from insurance companies and agents, who use their own methods
to make estimates. Replacement cost values could potentially be improved by (1) requiring all
insurance companies and agents to use a single cost estimation method or (2) purchasing data
already collected by private companies that use consistent methods to estimate replacement costs
across the nation. Having multiple sources of replacement cost data would enable the NFIP to
assess data quality and to choose which source is best for rating purposes. Replacement cost values would have to be updated following a disaster, structural modification, or a major socioeconomic change in the community.
Inconsistent replacement cost data and inaccurate and incomplete damage data may contribute to the documented variability in NFIP claims data for a given depth of inundation (see
Conclusion 3). Data quality could be improved by collecting more data in damage reports, implementing a more thorough quality control and review process, or strengthening requirements
on how data are collected and reported.

FEASIBILITY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND COST
The fifth task of the committee was to discuss the feasibility, implementation, and cost of
underwriting risk-based premiums for negatively elevated structures (Box S.1). Changes to the
water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions and the flood damage functions would
strengthen the scientific and technical foundation for setting risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures. The incremental changes to PELV, DELV, and levee performance summarized
above could be implemented quickly and at low or moderate cost (e.g., a few person months to a
few person years). However, over the longer term, implementing a comprehensive risk analysis
methodology and developing site-specific flood hazard descriptions, models that predict damage
from multiple drivers, and probabilistic models that describe the performance of flood risk reduction measures would yield a much improved assessment of flood losses, and thereby strengthen
the foundation for rate setting. Work done by other agencies (e.g., USACE) demonstrates that
these changes are feasible. Implementation could be done in stages, and the use of relevant information, models, and analysis methods developed by other government agencies (e.g., USACE
data on structures and derived information on hazard and performance) would speed the work
and stretch NFIP resources. The changes outlined above will improve the accuracy and precision
of loss estimates for negatively elevated structures, which in turn will increase the credibility,
fairness, and transparency of premiums for policyholders.
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Floods take a heavy toll on society, costing lives, damaging homes and property, and disrupting businesses and livelihoods (e.g., Figure 1.1). Of all natural disasters, floods are the most
costly (Miller et al., 2008) and affect the most people (Stromberg, 2007). Since 1953, nearly twothirds of presidential disaster declarations—which trigger the release of federal funds for community recovery and relief—have been flood related. Moreover, the number of flood disaster
declarations has increased over the past 60 years, from an average of about 8 per year in the
1950s to a record high of 51 in 2008 and 2010 (Figure 1.2). Flood losses are increasing because
more people are living in harm’s way; more expensive homes are being built in the floodplain
(Michel-Kerjan, 2010); and development in watersheds and climate changes, such as sea level
rise and more frequent heavy rainstorms (IPCC, 2012; Melillo et al., 2014), are increasing flood
risk (the likelihood and consequence of flooding) in some areas.
The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was created in 1968 to reduce the flood risk
to individuals and their reliance on federal post-disaster aid. The program enabled residents and
businesses to purchase federal flood insurance if their community adopted floodplain management ordinances and minimum standards for new construction in floodprone areas. Insurance
rates for new structures were intended to reflect the risk of flooding (i.e., risk-based rates), with
rates depending on structure elevation and other factors. Rates for existing structures were subsidized to keep property values from dropping immediately and to encourage communities to participate in the NFIP and manage development in the floodplain. Within NFIP participating communities, flood insurance is mandatory for homes and businesses with a federally backed or regulated mortgage in high flood risk areas (called Special Flood Hazard Areas), and is available for
homes and businesses in moderate to low flood risk areas.

9
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FIGURE 1.1 Flooding
g of homes an
nd businesses in Minot, Noorth Dakota, inn July 2011, w
when the Souuris
River (alsso known as th
he Mouse Riv
ver) overflow
wed its banks. SOURCE: P
Photo by Patsy Lynch, Fedderal
Emergenccy Managemeent Agency (F
FEMA). Avaiilable at http:///www.fema.ggov/medialibrary/asssets/images/5
59875.
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Today, about 20 percent of the NFIP’s 5.5 million policies receive subsidized flood insurance rates. Subsidized structures are located across the nation, with the largest concentrations
along the coasts (NRC, 2015). Rates for subsidized structures do not depend on elevation (although elevation affects risk), and so only a few of these structures have been surveyed to determine their elevation. However, most subsidized structures are thought to be negatively elevated
(see Figure 7.2 in PWC, 1999),1 that is, to have lowest floor elevations lower than the base flood
elevation. This is the water surface elevation with 1 percent annual chance of being exceeded,
and it is the NFIP benchmark for construction standards and floodplain management ordinances.
Structures with lowest floor elevations equal to the base flood elevation have a 26 percent chance
of flooding during the lifetime of a 30-year mortgage (compared with a 1–2 percent chance of
catching fire; FEMA, 1998). Negatively elevated structures have a much higher chance of flooding over the same period and a greater potential for damage.
With the passage of the Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 20122 and subsequent legislation, subsidies are beginning to be phased out and premiums are expected to rise to
levels that reflect the full risk of flooding (see “National Flood Insurance Program” below). Premium increases for those negatively elevated structures are likely to be substantial, given the
high flood risk and loss of the large subsidy. The NFIP’s current method for calculating riskbased rates was developed for structures built at or above the base flood elevation, but negatively
elevated structures are susceptible to different flood conditions (e.g., more frequent flooding) and
drivers of loss and damage (e.g., deeper and longer duration of flooding; Figure 1.3). Adjustments to account for these conditions in the rate setting method may be necessary to ensure that
rates for negatively elevated structures are credible and fair.
This report evaluates methods for calculating risk-based premiums for negatively elevated
structures and examines data and analysis needed to support risk-based premiums for these structures, as well as issues of feasibility, implementation, and cost of underwriting risk-based premiums for negatively elevated structures (Box 1.1). As specified in the charge, the focus is on the
methods for calculating premiums, not on what those premiums should be. A separate report
(NRC, 2015) addresses the affordability of NFIP insurance premiums. At the request of the
NFIP, the analysis focused on single family homes, which make up the majority of NFIP policies.

1

Personal communication from Andy Neal, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), on July 9, 2014.
The NFIP has elevation data for only 2.2 million policies, most of which are charged actuarial rates.
2
Public Law 112-141.
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FIGURE 1.3 The flood risk to a stru
ucture depend
ds in part on tthe elevation of the lowestt floor of a strructure (red and
a blue horizzontal lines) relative
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to thee base flood eelevation (BFE
E). (Left) A tyypical water ssurface elevaation–probabiility function. Compared to
o structures buuilt above thee base flood eelevation, neggatively elev
vated structurres have a greeater probability of inundattion with shalllower depthss, and they aree inundated to
o greater deptths by lower probability
p
ev
vents. (Centerr) A typical fl
flood hydrograaph for riverinne
flooding. Because negaatively elevatted structures are lower in tthe floodplainn, a given flood will comm
monly
inundate them
t
for a lon
nger period off time than strructures abovve the base floood elevationn.
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seek insurance, thus diminishing the ability to spread risk (Pasterick, 1988). State regulation of
insurance prices and tax policies limiting the ability to build adequate reserves added further disincentives for private companies to offer flood insurance. Private insurance companies stopped
covering flood losses in 1929, a few years after a Mississippi River flood inundated 13 million
acres of land and left more than 700,000 people homeless (AIR, 2005).
After devastating flooding from Hurricane Betsy triggered losses of more than $11 billion
(in 2014 dollars; Michel-Kerjan, 2010) in 1965, the federal government began studying the feasibility of offering flood insurance (AIR, 2005). A few years later, Congress passed the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968,3 which established the National Flood Insurance Program. The
program set minimum standards for development in the floodplain (i.e., elevating structures to at
least the base flood elevation, limiting development in designated floodways) and offered federal
flood insurance to residents and businesses in communities that agreed to adopt and enforce ordinances that meet or exceed NFIP standards. Under the program, federally funded engineering
studies and modeling would be used to assess and map flood hazards. This information would be
used to promote better land use and construction decisions, and thereby reduce future flood losses as the vulnerability to inundation diminished over time. It would also be used to support insurance rate setting. The Federal Emergency Management Agency currently administers the
NFIP, sets insurance rates commensurate with program guidelines, and carries out floodplain
mapping and analysis to support rate setting and floodplain management.
The NFIP was modeled after personal lines of insurance (e.g., homeowners, automobile),
with risks grouped into classes and limited use of individual risk ratings. However, NFIP insurance differed from private insurance in three key ways. First, the NFIP was not initially capitalized. Rather than hold sufficient funds for eventual heavy flood losses, the program would receive an infusion of funds from the federal treasury when necessary. Limited borrowing authority from the federal treasury would provide a short-term backstop to enable insured claims to be
paid in cases of high losses. Second, the NFIP could not choose who would be insured. All residents and businesses in a participating community would have access to NFIP flood insurance,
even the high risk policyholders. Third, owners of existing homes and businesses (the majority of
policyholders) were charged premiums that were significantly lower than warranted by their risk
of flooding. It was anticipated that over time, older floodprone construction would be removed
from the policyholder base, and the new policyholders would pay risk-based rates. No provision
was made to cover the premium shortfall, such as routinely infusing funds into the program or
building additional charges into premiums for newer construction.
Over the years, Congress made a number of adjustments to the NFIP. A changing mix of
incentives and penalties, coupled with periodic reminders of the adverse consequences of flooding, led to significant growth of the program. The number of policies issued rose from about 1.5
million in 1978 to 5.5 million at the end of 2013 (Figure 1.4, top). In addition, the total value of
property insured by the NFIP rose from $178 billion in 1978 (in 2012 prices) to $1.3 trillion in
2013 (Figure 1.4, bottom). The increase in insured value has been attributed to two factors: (1)

3

Public Law 90-448.
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policyholders purchase nearly twice as much flood insurance as they did 30 years ago4 and (2)
the population and number of policyholders has increased substantially in coastal states, which
now account for a large portion of the NFIP portfolio (Michel-Kerjan, 2010). Some important
changes to the NFIP over its history are summarized below.
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FIGURE 1.4 NFIP statistics by calendar year. (Top) Total number of policies in force. (Bottom) Total
coverage of NFIP policies in millions, not adjusted to a common year. In 2012 dollars, coverage rose
from $178 billion in 1978 to $1.3 trillion in 2013. SOURCE: FEMA, http://www.fema.gov/statisticscalendar-year.

4

Homeowners can obtain coverage up to $250,000 for structures and $100,000 for contents. Inflation-corrected data
show that the average quantity of insurance per policy almost doubled over 30 years, from $114,000 in 1978 to
$217,000 in 2009 (Michel-Kerjan, 2010).
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Evolution of the NFIP
The NFIP began operations in 1969, and a consortium of private companies (the National
Flood Insurers Association) was established to sell and service NFIP flood insurance policies
(AIR, 2005). At the time, the purchase of flood insurance was not required. In 1972, Hurricane
Agnes revealed that few property owners had availed themselves of NFIP flood insurance. The
Flood Disaster Protection Act of 19735 made insurance purchase mandatory for any resident with
a federally backed mortgage in a NFIP-participating community. Lenders were responsible for
ensuring that this requirement was carried out. To encourage acceptance of the new insurance
purchase requirements, insurance subsidies were expanded to cover structures built after initial
floodplain mapping, but before 1975, and the subsidized rates were substantially lowered. As a
result, community and state participation in the NFIP greatly expanded and the number of policies increased.
Other public policy decisions made in the 1970s concerned changing flood risks. Development in the floodplain and other factors (e.g., climate change) might increase the flood risk for
some structures that had been built in compliance with NFIP standards. To prevent large increases in premiums, these structures were allowed to retain their lower risk rating classification if
conditions beyond the control of the property owner later increased the flood risk. This practice
is often referred to as administrative grandfathering. It was anticipated that the rates for classes
with grandfathered properties would have to be adjusted over time to reflect the mix of some
higher risk properties.
In the 1970s, most of the properties in the NFIP were older construction and received subsidized insurance rates. Consequently, the premiums collected were insufficient to cover the annual costs of the program. From 1981 to 1988, rates were increased and coverage was changed to
reduce premium subsidies and to improve the financial condition of the NFIP. Another major
change concerned private insurance company participation in the NFIP. In 1977, the National
Flood Insurers Association dissolved its relationship with the NFIP because of disagreements
about authority, financial control, and other operational matters (AIR, 2005). In 1983, the Write
Your Own Program reestablished a relationship with insurance companies, allowing them to sell
and service the standard NFIP policies in their own names, without bearing any of the risk, in
exchange for a fee. The objective was to use insurance industry knowledge and capabilities to
increase the size and geographic distribution of the NFIP policy base and to improve service to
NFIP policyholders.6
In the late 1980s, it became clear that older floodprone construction was only slowly being
removed from the policyholder base, and so mitigation began to be considered. The Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act of 19887 authorized funding for hazard
mitigation projects aimed at reducing the risk of future flood damage or loss, such as elevating
buildings, utilities, or roads; increasing the capacity of storm drainage systems; restoring wetlands or landforms that provide natural flood protection; or removing structures that are flooded
5

Public Law 93-234.
See http://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insurance-program/what-write-your-own-program.
7
Public Law 100-707.
6
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repeatedly. In 1990, the NFIP implemented the Community Rating System, which rewarded
community floodplain management efforts that go beyond minimum NFIP standards. Under the
Community Rating System, communities receive points for taking additional actions related to
flood hazard mapping and regulations, flood damage reduction, flood preparedness, and public
education about flood risk in Special Flood Hazard Areas. These points are translated into discounts on insurance premiums for policyholders in that community.8
In 1993, record flooding in the upper Mississippi and lower Missouri River basins showed
that only about 10 percent of properties eligible for flood insurance were insured (AIR, 2005).
The NFIP Reform Act of 19949 introduced monetary penalties for lenders who do not enforce
federal flood insurance requirements and denied future federal disaster assistance to property
owners who allowed their flood insurance policy to lapse after receiving disaster assistance. In
the late 1990s and early 2000s, Congress turned its attention to properties that flooded repeatedly. The Flood Insurance Reform Act of 200410 targeted mitigation funding toward the worst repetitive loss properties and denied subsidized premiums to property owners who refused mitigation assistance.
From 1987 to 2005, the NFIP had been able to use premium income to repay funds it borrowed from the U.S. Treasury to cover insured flood losses. Premium income was set to cover
the historical average loss year, from 1978 to present. In 2005, hurricanes Dennis, Katrina, Rita,
and Wilma struck, causing the first truly catastrophic losses to the NFIP in its history (Figure
1.5). In fact, NFIP claims from these hurricanes, which were nearly $19 billion, exceeded the
total losses of the program over its history (AIR, 2005). In December 2013, the NFIP owed the
Treasury $24 billion, primarily to pay claims associated with hurricanes Katrina and Sandy
(GAO, 2014).
A recent review of the NFIP concluded that “the NFIP is constructed using an actuarially
sound formulaic approach for the full-risk classes of policies, but is financially unsound in the
aggregate because of constraints (i.e., legislative mandates) that go beyond actuarial considerations” (NRC, 2013, p. 79). The Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012 aimed to
put the NFIP on sounder financial footing by authorizing higher premiums to build up program
reserves in advance of heavy loss years. The act also phased out subsidized and grandfathered
insurance rates over several years. However, if a policy lapsed or the structure was sold, then the
owner would then be charged the risk-based rate based on the latest flood maps.11 Premiums began increasing at the end of 2013, and some of these increases were large. The Homeowner
Flood Insurance Affordability Act of 201412 rolled back these large, sudden increases and gave
8

Currently about two-thirds of all NFIP insurance policies in force are in Community Rating System communities.
Approximately 56 percent of participating communities take actions that earn premium discounts of 5–10 percent,
and 43 percent of communities earn discounts of 15–25 percent. Only a few communities earn premium discounts of
30–45 percent. See the Community Rating Fact Sheet, http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-160520490-0645/communityratingsystem_2012.pdf.
9
Public Law 103-325.
10
Public Law 108-264.
11
A recent analysis of the NFIP portfolio revealed that the average tenure of flood insurance is between 3 and 4
years, so this provision is likely to affect a significant number of homeowners (Michel-Kerjan et al., 2012).
12
Public Law 113-89.
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the NFIP the flexibility to set annual rate increases up to 18 percent for most policies.13 Although
the goal of phasing in risk-based rates has not changed, the annual rate increase that the NFIP
chooses will determine how long it will take to reach this goal.
20
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FIGURE 1.5 Annual insured claims paid by the NFIP, unadjusted to a common year. SOURCE: FEMA,
http://www.fema.gov/statistics-calendar-year.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
This report examines methods for calculating risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures in the NFIP. Chapter 2 provides an overview of current NFIP methods for calculating flood
insurance rates, as well as the flood studies and mapping used to support rate setting. Setting
risk-based insurance rates depends on an accurate assessment of flood risk—the magnitude of
flood loss and the likelihood that losses of that magnitude will occur. Chapter 3 compares the
NFIP and other methods for assessing flood risk and calculating flood losses. Chapter 4 identifies factors that affect negatively elevated structures and changes to NFIP methods that could
address them. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the committee’s conclusions and discusses data and
implementation issues. Biographical sketches for the committee members (Appendix A), a glossary of technical terms used in this report (Appendix B), and a list of acronyms and abbreviations
(Appendix C) appear at the end of the report.

13

See the overview of the Homeowner Flood Insurance Affordability Act, http://www.fema.gov/flood-insurancereform.
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NFIP Procedures for Analyzing Flood Hazard
and Calculating Insurance Rates

Under the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), engineers carry out hydrologic and
hydraulic analyses to describe flood hazard, calculate flood elevations, delineate floodplain
boundaries, and designate flood zones for insurance rating. The results of the flood studies are
summarized in reports and portrayed graphically on Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). The
NFIP, Write Your Own Companies, and insurance agencies use the maps to determine whether a
structure being insured is located in a Special Flood Hazard Area, and, if so, its elevation relative
to the base flood elevation. This information is combined with additional information about the
flood hazard, exposure to the hazard, structure characteristics, expenses, and other factors to determine insurance rates. This chapter provides an overview of NFIP flood studies, Flood Insurance Rate Maps, and methods for calculating flood insurance rates.

FLOODPLAIN ANALYSIS AND MAPPING
NFIP flood study methods and maps were reviewed in detail in Mapping the Zone: Improving Flood Map Accuracy (NRC, 2009), and are summarized below.

Flood Studies
The type of flood study depends on the type of flood hazard, primarily riverine or coastal.
Riverine flood studies focus on the river’s watershed, precipitation, the topography along the river and adjacent floodplain, and the hydraulic characteristics of the river and floodplain. The studies involve the following steps, which are illustrated in Figure 2.1:
1. Hydrologic analyses are conducted to estimate the river discharge rate with 1 percent
annual chance of exceedance. Depending on data availability, the discharge rate is estimated using (a) statistical analyses of historical annual maximum discharges measured at stream gages;
(b) regression equations derived from observations at similar locations in the region to estimate
the 1 percent annual chance exceedance discharge as a function of drainage area and other river
19
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basin characteristics; or (c) precipitation-runoff models, which convert rainfall and snowmelt to
stream discharge rates. These calculations are based on past events and do not account for changing hydrologic conditions resulting from watershed development, increased storm intensity, or
other factors.
2. Hydraulic modeling is carried out to determine the depths that correspond to the river
discharge rates estimated in the hydrologic analyses. Software applications such as HEC-RAS
are commonly used to model the movement of water. HEC-RAS simulates flow that is predominantly parallel to the channel, based on the geometry of the channel and floodplain, the slope of
the channel and ground, the resistance to flow due to channel roughness and bridges and obstructions, and ponding and pooling of water in the channel and on the floodplain. In the analysis,
levees that meet NFIP standards are modeled as blocking flow onto the floodplain, and levees
that do not meet the standard are modeled as if they fail to protect. This model accounts for the
loss of natural water storage in the floodplain. The result of the computation is an estimated base
flood elevation for a cross section of the channel and floodplain. When flow patterns are more
spatially variable, a two-dimensional hydraulic model is used to compute the maximum water
surface elevation for cells or polygons that represent the channel and floodplain geometry.
3. Comparisons of estimated water surface elevations at river cross sections (or cells or
polygons) to the ground elevations along the river are made to define the extent and properties of
the inundated floodplain. If the computed water surface elevation for a point or cell is greater
than the ground elevation, then the point or cell will be inundated by the 1 percent annual chance
exceedance flood and the difference between the two elevations is the inundation depth. Ground
elevations are estimated using topographic data collected in field surveys or taken from digital
elevation models derived from aerial surveying (photogrammetry) or, since the early 2000s, from
remote sensing technologies, such as lidar (light detection and ranging).
The same process is followed for the 0.2 percent annual chance exceedance flood and delineation of the moderate flood hazard area. The studies also establish the floodway—the stream
channel and adjacent part of the floodplain that must remain open to permit passage of the 1 percent annual chance exceedance discharge, and thus prevent an increase in flood levels.
Coastal flood studies are similar to riverine flood studies, but they also assess the effects of
storm surge (water piled up against the shore during a storm) and tidal- and wind-driven wave
action. The studies use data on fetch (the distance over water that the wind blows in a single direction), near-shore terrain and water depths, and wind speed to predict storm surge properties.
Data on past storms from gages and historic high water marks are used with statistical and conceptual models to determine the storm surge elevations that have a 1 percent chance of being exceeded annually. Next, transects perpendicular to the shoreline are surveyed to determine onshore and offshore ground elevations. The elevations are then used to compute the height of
wave crests and wave run-up (the rush of waves up a slope or structure). For coastal flooding, the
base flood elevation is the stillwater elevation plus wave run-up, or the wave crest elevation,
whichever is greater (FEMA, 2011).
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FIGURE 2.1 Schematic of an idealized riverine flood study showing the data inputs (rounded boxes),
models and methods used in the hydrologic and hydraulic analysis (boxes), and outputs (circles), including the flood discharge (Qp) and the water surface elevation (WSE). Note: DEM = digital elevation model. SOURCE: NRC (2009).

Flood studies can be expensive (up to a few tens of thousands of dollars per stream mile;
NRC, 2009), so the NFIP strategy is to carry out the detailed studies described above in densely
populated areas. In relatively unpopulated areas, the NFIP generally conducts approximate studies, which use existing flood data and floodplain information (e.g., historic high water marks,
aerial photographs of previous floods, empirical information on stream characteristics) to generate an approximate outline of the Special Flood Hazard Area. Because detailed hydraulic analyses are not performed, base flood elevations are generally not determined in approximate studies.

Flood Insurance Rate Maps
Results from flood studies are portrayed graphically on FIRMs, which show flood hazard
areas and flood zones, and may also show base flood elevations, floodways, and other data. An
example of a FIRM in a riverine area is shown in Figure 2.2. FIRMs are used for a variety of
purposes, including rating flood insurance policies; regulating new development in floodprone
areas; determining whether flood insurance must be purchased as a condition of a loan; and local
flood mitigation planning, evacuation, and infrastructure design.
About one-third of the nation’s 3.5 million miles of rivers and coasts has been mapped,
covering more than 90 percent of the U.S. population (NRC, 2009). Only about half of those
maps have flood elevations. Moreover, the age and quality of these maps vary. In 2008, half of
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b not to maap new areass or to increaase the numbber of miles with base fllood elevatioons.

FIGURE 2.2 Portion of
o a Flood Inssurance Rate Map
M of Wardd County, Norrth Dakota, w
which flooded in
2011 (see Figure 1.1). Dark gray areeas denote thee Special Floood Hazard Arrea (AE and A zones), andd light
gray deno
otes areas of moderate
m
flood risk (shaded
d X zone). Leevees along pportions of thee river (dottedd
lines) are credited as prrotecting areaas from the 1 percent annuual chance excceedance floood. Diagonal llines
show wheere cross sectiions were taken. SOURCE
E: FEMA Maap Service Ceenter (map item
m ID
38101C07
781D).

RMs delineatte areas of high, moderaate, and mini mal flood haazard. Thesee areas are laaFIR
beled as particular
p
flo
ood zones baased on the type
t
of floodding (e.g., rivverine, coasttal, shallow)),
1

Presentattion to the com
mmittee by Dou
ug Bellomo, Director, Risk Annalysis Divisioon, FEMA, on January 6, 20114.
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whether detailed hydraulic analyses were performed (and thus whether base flood elevations
were calculated), and the presence of flood protection measures. These zones, which are described in Table 2.1, are used in the insurance rate setting process. Some of the zones have been
renamed (e.g., Zone X [shaded] has replaced Zone B) or grouped into larger categories (e.g.,
Zone AE has replaced zones A1–A30). Because it can take many years to carry out the engineering studies needed to create a new FIRM or revise an existing FIRM, the older zone designations
are still found on some flood maps.
TABLE 2.1 NFIP Flood Zones
Hazard Level
Zone
Description
Special Flood Hazard Areas
High
A
Areas subject to inundation by the 1 percent annual chance exceedance
flood. Because detailed hydraulic analyses have not been performed, no
base flood elevations (BFEs) or flood depths are shown.
AE, A1-A30

Areas subject to inundation by the 1 percent annual chance exceedance
flood determined by detailed methods. BFEs are shown within these
zones. Zone AE is used on new and revised maps in place of zones A1–
A30.

AH

Areas subject to inundation by 1 percent annual chance exceedance
flood (usually areas of ponding) where average depths are 1–3 feet (shallow flooding). BFEs derived from detailed hydraulic analyses are shown
within this zone.

AO

Areas subject to inundation by 1 percent annual chance exceedance
flood (usually sheet flow on sloping terrain) where average depths are 1–
3 feet (shallow flooding). Average flood depths derived from detailed hydraulic analyses are shown within this zone.

AR

Areas that result from the decertification of a previously accredited flood
protection system that is determined to be in the process of being restored to provide base flood protection.

A99

Areas subject to inundation by the 1 percent annual chance exceedance
flood, but which will ultimately be protected upon completion of an underconstruction federal flood protection system. In these areas, enough progress has been made on the construction of a protection system, such as
dikes, dams, and levees, to consider it complete for insurance rating purposes. Zone A99 may be used only when the flood protection system has
reached specified statutory progress toward completion. No BFEs or flood
depths are shown.

V

Areas along coasts subject to inundation by the 1 percent annual chance
exceedance flood with additional hazards associated with storm-induced
waves. Because detailed coastal analyses have not been performed, no
BFEs or flood depths are shown.
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VE, V1-V30

Areas along coasts subject to inundation by the 1 percent annual chance
exceedance flood with additional hazards due to storm-induced velocity
wave action. BFEs derived from detailed hydraulic coastal analyses are
shown within these zones. Zone VE is used on new and revised maps in
place of zones V1–V30.

B, X (shaded)

Moderate risk areas within the 0.2 percent annual chance exceedance
floodplain, areas of 1 percent annual chance exceedance inundation
where average depths are less than 1 foot, areas of 1 percent annual
chance exceedance inundation where the contributing drainage area is
less than 1 square mile, and areas protected from the 1 percent annual
chance exceedance flood by a levee. No BFEs or flood depths are
shown. Zone X (shaded) is used on new and revised maps in place of
Zone B.

Minimal

C, X (unshaded)

Minimal risk areas outside the 1 percent and 0.2 percent annual chance
exceedance floodplains. No BFEs or flood depths are shown. Zone X
(unshaded) is used on new and revised maps in place of Zone C.

Undetermined

D

Unstudied areas where flood hazards are undetermined, but flooding is
possible.

Other Areas
Moderate

SOURCE: FEMA Map Service Center.

NFIP INSURANCE RATES
The National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 established two broad categories of insurance
rates for the NFIP:2
1. risk-based rates (also called actuarial rates), based on flood risk and accepted actuarial
principles (e.g., premium income covers losses and costs of providing insurance; rates are fair,
reasonable, and not unfairly discriminatory; Mathewson et al., 2011); and
2. subsidized rates for certain older structures, based on considerations that would yield
reasonable premiums while encouraging floodplain management and the widespread purchase of
flood insurance.
An overview of how rates are determined for these two categories is presented below.

Risk-Based Rates
Risk-based rates are charged for post-FIRM structures in all flood zones and for pre-FIRM
structures in areas of moderate and minimal flood hazard (Hayes and Neal, 2011). Rates are calculated by estimating the average annual loss (in dollars) from flooding, then adjusting for pro2

Public Law 90-448.
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gram costs (Box 2.1). NFIP estimates of average annual loss are made using the NFIP hydrologic
method, which has two components (FEMA, 2013d):
1. a description of the hazard that estimates the probability of various depths of flood water in the structure (denoted PELV in the rate formula), based on selected NFIP hydrologic and
hydraulic analyses; and
2. a description of exposure and vulnerability that estimates the damage that flood water
depths would cause (denoted DELV), based on NFIP claims from similar inundation depths.
The average annual loss is calculated by summing the probability-weighted estimate of damage
amounts for each possible inundation depth within the structure.
BOX 2.1
NFIP Formula for Calculating Risk-Based Rates
The NFIP actuarial rate formula for calculating risk-based rates is as follows:
=

×

×

×

×

,

where
PELV is the annual probability that flood waters will reach or exceed a given depth relative to the base
flood elevation.
PELVi is the incremental probability that the flood water depths are in a certain interval
DELV is the damage to the property, expressed as a percentage of the total property value (replacement
value for structure, actual cash value for contents), resulting from that level of flood water.
DELVi is the average damage within a certain depth interval corresponding to PELVi
Min is the minimum elevation relative to the lowest floor at which flood damage occurs
Max is the elevation relative to the lowest floor at which flood damage approaches a maximum
LADJ is a loading factor to account for loss adjustment expenses
DED is a factor to eliminate that portion of the loss that will be borne by the policyholder through his or
her deductible
UINS is a factor to adjust for how much a policyholder has underinsured his or her property
EXLOSS is the expected loss ratio, which serves as a loading for underwriting expenses, a contingency
factor, and other factors
________
SOURCE: FEMA (2013d).

The average annual loss is converted into an insurance rate by adjusting for expenses and
other factors (the second term of the formula in Box 2.1). Rates are adjusted upward (loaded) to
account for loss adjuster fees and claims investigations costs (LADJ) as well as agent commissions and acquisition expenses and contingencies (EXLOSS). The rates are also adjusted upward
to account for underinsurance (UINS; i.e., the insured value is less than the full value of the
property). Rates are adjusted downward to account for the portion of the claim that will not be
covered because of the policy deductible (DED). It should be noted that the rate formula presentP R E P U B L I C AT I O N C O P Y
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ed here is a simplification useful for illustrating the concepts. The actual rate formula employed
by the NFIP contains more complicated terms for adjusting for underinsurance and for computing rates for basic and additional limits of insurance coverage (see Hayes and Neal, 2011).
Application of the rate formula yields a price per unit of insurance for each $100 of property coverage. The rate is multiplied by the amount of insurance being purchased to determine the
premium a policyholder pays. In Community Rating System communities, policyholders receive
premium discounts for mitigation actions taken to reduce flood risk in the community, such as
improving drainage systems (see Chapter 1, “National Flood Insurance Program”). Individual
policyholders can also reduce their premiums through mitigation, for example, by elevating their
home or business. In such cases, the average flood losses will be lower, and the insurance rating
will be redone using the revised rating elements. The effect of most substantive mitigation actions can be accommodated in the current rate setting process. The impact on rates and the costs
of mitigation actions, including those not covered in current rate setting and underwriting processes (e.g., residential floodproofing), are being investigated by the NFIP (FEMA, 2015).
The hydrologic method is used to determine risk-based rates in Special Flood Hazard Area
zones, where the most detailed engineering studies are carried out and base flood elevations are
established. About one-third of the risk-based insurance policies cover structures in other zones
(e.g., Zone X; Hayes and Neal, 2011).3 In these zones, the NFIP has determined that the costs to
develop flood magnitude and probability functions are too high relative to the program’s floodplain management benefits (Hayes and Neal, 2011). Consequently, risk-based rates in these
zones are based on extrapolations of the hydrologic method, along with other actuarial and engineering judgments and underwriting experience.
The insurance premium paid by a flood insurance policyholder depends on the flood zone,
occupancy (e.g., single family, nonresidential), construction (e.g., no basement), the location of
contents (e.g., lowest floor, above the lowest floor), the number of floors, the type of supporting
foundation, and the structure’s elevation relative to the base flood elevation (FEMA, 2013b). The
NFIP uses these factors to group structures into classes, then determines the average annual loss
and insurance rates for each class, rather than for individual structures. Consequently, a policyholder will pay an amount averaged over the pool of all other policyholders in a given class of
structures, which may be somewhat higher or lower than the premium would be if it were based
on his or her individual flood risk (e.g., see Michel-Kerjan et al., 2015). Grouping insureds into
classes is a standard industry practice.

Subsidized Rates
Subsidized rates are available by statute for older structures built before floodplain maps
were issued and adopted by the community (pre-FIRM structures) as well as for certain newer
(post-FIRM) structures, such as those with protective structural measures under construction.
Pre-FIRM subsidized rates do not depend on the structure elevation. Rather, the insurance rate is
based on the flood zone, occupancy, construction, and contents location (FEMA, 2013b). Pre3

Personal communication from Andy Neal, FEMA, on March 3, 2014.
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FIRM subsidized rates are employed primarily in Special Flood Hazard Areas where insurance
purchase is mandatory. Subsidized rates for structures that are not primary residences or that suffer severe repetitive losses are beginning to be phased out (see “National Flood Insurance Program” in Chapter 1).
Subsidized rates are based both on subjective (e.g., political, public policy) considerations
and objective processes, including comparisons with the amount needed to meet NFIP premium
income targets. Prior to 2005, the NFIP total annual premium income was targeted so that the
combination of subsidized and risk-based premiums would be at least sufficient for the historical
average loss year, based on losses and associated expenses since 1978, and corrected for inflation
and changes in coverage and mix of policy holders. However, catastrophic flood losses to the
NFIP in 2005 (from hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Wilma) raised the historical average loss year
so much that using it to set NFIP premium income targets would have required the elimination of
subsidized premiums. Consequently, the NFIP gives only partial weight to the 2005 losses in establishing the historical losses benchmark (Hayes and Neal, 2011), which reduces, but does not
eliminate subsidies.
Pre-FIRM subsidized premiums are about 55–60 percent lower than warranted by their true
flood risk (Hayes and Neal, 2011). However, the average subsidized premium being paid is still
significantly higher than the average risk-based premium being paid, because the flood risk to
pre-FIRM structures is generally so much higher than the flood risk to structures that comply
with modern floodplain management ordinances.

Rating for Negatively Elevated Structures
The vast majority of negatively elevated structures in Special Flood Hazard areas are preFIRM structures eligible for subsidized rates and post-FIRM structures grandfathered into rates
that are lower than indicated by new mapping. Of the approximately 1 million negatively elevated structures in the NFIP portfolio, only about 240,000 have structure elevation data and have
been actuarially rated.4 These structures are mainly post-FIRM construction built out of compliance with the base flood elevation standard. An example comparing subsidized and risk-based
premiums for a single family home in an AE zone is given in Table 2.2. The premiums for negatively elevated structures are highlighted in green.
The process for setting risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures is similar to that
used for structures built at or above the base flood elevation, although additional underwriting
procedures are required. In particular, the valuation of machinery, equipment, and appliances in
basements, enclosures, and crawlspaces is factored into the rate; and additional information is
collected on the construction and use of crawlspaces. Policy applications for structures that are
more than 1 foot below the base flood elevation in an AE zone or more than 3 feet below the
base flood elevation in a VE zone receive a more detailed review (FEMA, 2013c). In some cases,
a local building official, engineer, or architect must validate assertions about the construction of
the structure and enclosures below (e.g., crawlspaces, garage), as well as how a structure is ele4

Personal communication from Andy Neal, FEMA, on July 9, 2014.
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vated off the ground (e.g., foundation walls, piles). These additional procedures are intended to
determine the vulnerability of negatively elevated structures to damage and how that vulnerability might affect the potential for damage to upper portions of the structure.
TABLE 2.2 Comparison of Subsidized and Risk-Based Premiums for a Single Family Home in an AE
Zone
Premium for Type of Structurea
Difference between lowest 2 or more floors with
1 floor, non-elevated,
floor elevation and base
basement, no machinery
no basement or
Type of Rating
flood elevation
or equipmentb
crawlspacec
Subsidized rating
Not applicable
$4,203
$3,600
Risk-based rating

+4 feet
+3 feet
+2 feet
+1 feet
+0 feet
-1 feet
-2 feet
-3 feet
-4 feet
-5 feet
-6 feet
-7 feet
-8 feet
-9 feet
-10 feet

$553
$572
$604
$712
$1,090
$2,610
$2,764
$2,894
$3,035
$3,574
$4,169
$4,970
$5,977
$7,200
$8,814

$553
$591
$667
$931
$1,815
$5,642
$6,443
$8,589
$10,723
$13,081
$15,184
$17,215
$19,382
$21,467
$23,496

a

Premium calculation includes coverage of $250,000 for the structure and $100,000 for its contents, a standard deductible, federal policy fee and reserve, and no Community Rating System discount.
b
Limited basement coverage generally means lower premiums.
c
All habitable space at ground level increases the premium.
SOURCE: Presentation to the committee by Joseph Cecil, Insurance Examiner, FEMA, on January 6, 2014.

The additional underwriting procedures described above provide a means to set riskbased rates for negatively elevated structures without adjusting the terms of rate formula to accommodate the flood conditions and drivers of damage and loss that affect these structures. The
following chapters examine the terms in the actuarial rate formula in more detail, and discuss
how they can be adjusted to develop fair and credible rates for negatively elevated structures.
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A key to informed decision making on risk management and risk transfer (insurance) is an
accurate assessment of risk. In the context of this report, flood risk refers to the magnitude of
economic flood loss and the probability that losses of that magnitude will occur. Flood risk assessments focus on four main components:
1. Flood hazard—the probability and magnitude (e.g., depth, velocity, discharge) of flooding
2. Exposure—the economic value of assets subjected to flood hazard
3. Vulnerability—the relationship of flood hazard properties to economic loss
4. Performance—the effectiveness and behavior of flood protection and damage mitigation measures that modify the flood hazard, the exposure, or the vulnerability
This chapter describes how these four flood risk components are commonly assessed and discusses variations in assessment approaches used by government agencies and private companies
to carry out their particular flood risk management or flood insurance responsibilities.

ASSESSING THE COMPONENTS OF FLOOD RISK
Assessing Flood Hazard
Flood hazard assessment estimates the probability of different magnitudes of damaging
flood conditions, such as the depth of inundation, duration of inundation, velocity of moving water, quality of water, debris content of water, or the wave height in addition to still water level.
For example, in many urban riverine settings, the most important flood condition is the annual
maximum depth of inundation at the location of an insured structure. The depth of inundation is
computed as the difference between the annual maximum water surface elevation and a reference
elevation at the structure (commonly the lowest floor elevation of the structure, because this is
the elevation above which water ponding will cause damage). The hazard in that location can be
represented as a water surface elevation–exceedance probability function, as shown in Figure
29
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3.1a. Thiis function reepresents thee probability
y that the annnual maximuum water surrface elevatiion at
a specifieed location will
w equal orr exceed a sp
pecified maggnitude.1 Greeater water suurface elevaations
have lessser probabilitty of exceed
dance. The magnitudes
m
fo
for the variouus probabilitties depend oon
meteorollogical, hydrrological, hydraulic, and topographicc properties oof the watershed, channeels,
and flood
dplains at an
nd upstream of
o the locatio
on of interesst. These maagnitudes cann be determiined
for curren
nt conditions or for futurre conditions (e.g., extreeme precipitaation as a result of climaate
change, urban
u
growth
h in floodplaains).

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 3.1 (a) Flood
d hazard for riiverine system
ms may be reppresented witth a water surrface elevationn–
exceedancce probability
y function, usu
ually derived from flood s tudies. Alternnatively, the ffunction may be
derived frrom a discharge–exceedancce probability
y function (b)), transformedd with a dischharge–water surface elevaation function
n (c). The ann
nual exceedance probabilityy means the ssame thing as the annual chhance
of exceed
dance. SOUR
RCE: Courtesy
y of David Fo
ord, David Foord Consultingg Engineers, IInc.

Thee water surfaace elevation
n–exceedancce probabilityy function m
may be derivved through sstatistical an
nalysis of ob
bservations of
o annual maaximum wateer surface ellevations at a location if an
appropriaate sample of
o historical values
v
is avaailable from a stream gagge at or nearr the insuredd
structure. However, historical
h
daata are limited, and so thee water surfaace elevationn–exceedancce
probabiliity function is
i usually deerived using conceptual aand empiricaal models off hydrologic and
hydraulicc processes. For riverinee systems, an
nalysts comm
monly develoop a dischargge–exceedannce
probabiliity function (Figure
(
3.1b
b), then transsform that wiith a discharrge–water suurface elevattion
function (Figure 3.1cc) to derive the
t water surrface elevati on–exceedannce probabillity functionn. The
dischargee–exceedancce probabilitty function for
fo a stream m
may be deveeloped by coorrecting for
stream reegulation theen carrying out
o a statisticcal analysis oof historical discharge oobservations or, if
these data are not avaailable, by using
u
modelss of the waterrshed responnse to precippitation and
channel behavior.
b

1

In this rep
port, probabilitty is expressed
d as a percent chance exceedaance, which is pprobability × 1100. For exampple, a
10 percent annual chancee exceedance event has an ann
nual exceedancce probability of 0.10.
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In floodplains
f
with
w relativeely uniform terrain,
t
such as that show
wn in the crooss section inn
Figure 3..2a, the wateer surface eleevation at a structure
s
in tthe floodplaiin is not signnificantly diffferent from the water su
urface elevattion in the ch
hannel. In suuch cases, a ddischarge–w
water surfacee eleunction (e.g.,, Figure 3.1cc) is used to determine
d
thhe channel w
water surfacee elevation, aand a
vation fu
simple ch
hannel–flood
dplain waterr surface elev
vation functiion (e.g., Figgure 3.2b), ddeveloped ussing
an open-cchannel hyd
draulics modeel, is used to
o determine tthe floodplain water surfface elevatioon.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3.2 Water su
urface elevatio
ons on the flo
oodplain adjaccent to a riverr may be inferrred from thee elevation at a cross section of the river using a flood
dplain–channeel water surfaace elevation function. (a) A
cross secttion of the river and adjaceent floodplain
n. In (b), the flloodplain deppth is zero unttil the capacitty of
the chann
nel is exceeded
d and water moves
m
onto th
he floodplain. SOURCE: C
Courtesy of D
David Ford, D
David
Ford Consulting Engin
neers, Inc.

If th
he terrain in the floodplaain is compleex—becausee of variablee topographyy; flow enterring
and leaviing the flood
dplain at diffferent locatio
ons; or the prresence of rooadways, waaterways, or impedimentts to flow—tthen inferrin
ng the floodp
plain water ssurface elevaation from thhe channel w
water
surface elevation
e
may
y introduce significant error
e
in the hhazard descriiption. In succh cases, flooodplain flow
w may be modeled with a two-dimen
nsional hydrraulics modeel. For exam
mple, the flooodplain may
y be represented as a griid of linked cells,
c
with thhe movemennt of water m
modeled from
m the
channel to
t grid cells adjacent to the
t channel, then from ccell to cell (ee.g., Figure 33.3). The resuult is
a unique water surfacce elevation–
–exceedancee probabilityy function thaat describes the hazard ffor
each cell in the grid.
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FIGURE 3.3 For comp
plex floodplaain, water surfface elevationns on the floodplain may be computed w
with a
two-dimen
nsional modeel. SOURCE:: Courtesy off David Ford, David Ford C
Consulting Enngineers, Inc.

Asssessing the Performanc
P
ce of Flood Protection
P
aand Damagee Mitigation
n Measures
Flo
ood hazard may
m be reducced through structural
s
meeasures, suchh as buildingg reservoirs, levees, or flo
oodwalls. Fo
or example, reservoirs sttore water, aaltering the m
magnitude off downstream
m
dischargees, thus chan
nging the forrm of the disscharge–exceeedance probbability funcction (Figuree
3.1b) and
d reducing th
he discharge rates for rarrer events. T
The performaance of the reservoir systtem
during flo
ood events is accounted for in the haazard analyssis by adjustiing the dischharge– or waater
surface elevation–exc
e
ceedance pro
obability fun
nctions, althoough the pottential for unncontrolled rrelease of water
w
(e.g., dam
d breach, gate failure)) is commonnly not consiidered.
A levee or floodwall constrructed adjaceent to a channnel would aalso alter thee relationshipp between thee channel an
nd the floodp
plain water surface elevaation, and heence the flooodplain waterr surface elev
vation–exceeedance probaability functiion. When thhe levee provvides the antticipated prootection, water will not in
nundate the floodplain
f
and so the waater depth w
will be zero. W
When the levvee is
b
as a result of sttructural insttability, undeer- or
overtopped by rising flood waterr or when it breaches
through-sseepage, or other
o
factorss, water will move onto tthe floodplaiin (i.e., the w
water depth w
will
be greateer than zero) and losses will
w result. This
T conditioon may be represented w
with a functioon
such as Figure
F
3.1b, where
w
the ju
ump in flood
dplain water surface elevvation coincides with levvee
overtopping or breaching.
To represent lev
vee reliabilitty (or the pro
obability of failure of thhe levee to prrotect), a fraagility
d to capture aleatory unccertainty (nattural variabiility). Figuree 3.4 shows tthe
function is developed
likelihood that a leveee will fail to
o function ass designed (bbreach), condditioned on cchannel watter
surface elevation.
e
Sim
milar functio
ons can be deeveloped to describe thee likely perfoormance of fflood
proofing or other local mitigation
n measures designed
d
to rreduce vulneerability. Fraagility functiions
p
m
measures in pplace (e.g., leevees, flood-can be deeveloped forr each of the floodplain protection
walls, cu
ulverts, pump
ping stationss) are includeed in the ass essment.
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FIGURE 3.4 Variabiliity in the perfformance of flood
fl
protectioon systems, suuch as leveess, is representeed
with a fragility function
n, which is in
ncluded in thee risk assessm
ment. SOURC
CE: Courtesy of David Forrd,
David Forrd Consulting
g Engineers, Inc.
I

Asseessing Expo
osure and V
Vulnerabilityy
Exp
posure and vulnerability
v
analysis exaamines the vvalue of an aasset and the relationshipp between thee flood hazard and damaage to the assset. This info
formation maay be represeented with aan
inundatio
on depth–dam
mage functio
on for the strructure, as illlustrated byy Figure 3.5aa. The inundaation
depth–daamage functiion may be developed
d
frrom a detaileed valuation and investiggation of the potential daamage to thee insured stru
ucture and/orr statistical aanalysis of reeports of dam
mage and cooincident inu
undation dep
pths for simiilar structurees. A typicall approach iss to determinne the total vvalue
of the strructure and itts content; to
o categorize the structurre according to its constrruction type, use,
or other characteristi
c
cs; and then to predict th
he damage ccorrespondinng to specificc water depthhs.
The damage predicto
or for the cattegory is dev
veloped withh a conceptuaal or empiriccal model, annd is
expressed
d as a percen
ntage of the total structu
ure and conteent value. Ann inundationn depth–percent
damage function
f
is illlustrated in Figure 3.5b..

(a)

(bb)

FIGURE 3.5 Exposuree and vulneraability are reprresented withh an inundatioon depth–dam
mage functionn (a),
neric inundatiion depth–perrcent damagee function, scaaled by the tottal
which maay be developed from a gen
value of th
he asset (b). SOURCE: Co
ourtesy of Daavid Ford, Daavid Ford Connsulting Enginneers, Inc.
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Assessing Risk
k
Thee consequence of floodin
ng is assesseed by transfoorming the w
water surfacee elevation–
exceedan
nce probabiliity function (Figure 3.1aa) with a chaannel–floodpplain water surface elevaation
function (Figure 3.2b
b), a levee frragility functtion (Figure 3.4), and a ffloodplain innundation deepth–
damage function
f
(Fig
gure 3.5a). The
T result is a damage–exxceedance pprobability fu
function (Figgure
3.6), whiich describess the risk. Co
ommon amo
ounts of dam
mage are nearr the center oof the diagraam,
with prob
babilities neaar 0.50. Greaater damage is less likelyy, with probbabilities appproaching zeero.

FIGURE 3.6 Flood rissk is common
nly represented with a dam
mage–exceedannce probabiliity function.
SOURCE
E: Courtesy off David Ford, David Ford Consulting
C
Enngineers, Inc..

xceedance prrobability fu
unction show
wn in Figure 3.6 represennts the floodd
Thee damage–ex
damage that
t can occu
ur for each flood
f
over th
he range of ppossible floodds. This funcction can be developed for
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Flood Hazard Description: PELV Curves
The water surface elevation–exceedance probability function illustrated in Figure 3.1a, referred to in the NFIP hydrologic method as the PELV curve, represents the natural flood hazard
as well as the performance of engineering measures designed to manage the hazard in Special
Flood Hazard Areas. A PELV curve shows the relationship between annual exceedance probabilities and flood depths relative to the base flood elevation, representing implicitly all relevant meteorological, topographical, hydrologic, hydraulic, and performance conditions. Flood depths
shown include stillwater and increases due to wind-driven and tidal-driven waves.
The PELV curves were derived in the early 1970s from a sample of water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions developed from detailed studies in communities nationwide. Analysts parameterized these water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions
using the difference between the 1 percent annual chance exceedance elevation (100-year elevation) and the 10 percent annual chance exceedance elevation (10-year elevation) (MacFadyen,
1974). Next, the water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions were grouped, averaged, and smoothed to create 30 zones covering the range of hazard conditions. In each successively numbered A zone, the difference between the 1 percent and 10 percent annual chance exceedance water surface elevation increases, with differences ranging from 0.5 feet for Zone A1
(broad, shallow floodplains) to 20 feet for Zone A30 (narrow, steep mountainous valleys). Note
that the classification by flood zone is not spatially or geographically oriented. Rather, it focuses
on common hazard properties. Different locations in the United States will fall within the same
zone if they have the same difference between the 1 percent and 10 percent annual chance exceedance water surface elevations without regard to the underlying causes of the hazard.
For each zone, a PELV curve is described with a fourth order polynomial of the form:
-log10[p(elev)] = C1 + C2elev + C3elev2+ C4elev3+ C5elev4,
where elev is the water surface elevation with exceedance probability p(elev), and C1, C2, C3, C4,
C5 are coefficients given in FEMA (2013d). The PELV curve is used in the rate formula in Box
2.1.2 In application, NFIP analysts would determine the difference between the 1 percent and 10
percent annual chance exceedance water surface elevations for a structure from flood studies of
an area, find the corresponding numbered A zone, and then derive the appropriate PELV curve
with the appropriate equation for the zone.
Development and use of a nationwide set of 30 PELV curves, instead of site specific,
unique water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions, allowed a workable nationwide
set of rate tables to be developed. However, reviews of NFIP insurance loss experience in the
early 1980s revealed inconsistencies in losses among the 30 flood zones, in part because of inherent uncertainties in the flood hazard analysis and variations in hazard conditions (e.g., a debris jam could increase local water surface elevations). At the same time, the complexity associated with determining the appropriate zone for a structure and then using that in the rate setting
increased the likelihood of error by agents, who were using paper maps and rating manuals. Con2

Note that p(elev) is the same as PELV, with rounding resulting from an imperfect polynomial fit.
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sequently, for rating purposes, the NFIP collapsed the 30 numbered flood zones into a smaller set
of zones and weighted the resulting set in areas where NFIP policies were written (circa 1980s)
for the computation of average annual loss.

Performance of Levees and Flood Storage and Diversion
The NFIP accounts for the reduction of flood hazard attributable to flood storage and diversion and to the presence of accredited levees. The impact of flood storage and diversion
measures is simulated using detailed studies.3 Reductions in inundation depth that are attributable to these measures are reflected conceptually in adjustments to the base flood elevation and,
through that, to the PELV curve.
The NFIP does not set standards for building levees. However, if a levee is designed, constructed, and maintained according to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) engineering criteria, the NFIP credits the levee with eliminating inundation and corresponding damage caused
by events more frequent than the 1 percent annual chance exceedance flood. Until 2013, levees
that fell short of the standard were considered “non-accredited” and assumed not to reduce flood
hazard. However, under the Levee Analysis and Mapping Procedure (LAMP) for non-accredited
levees, the NFIP is analyzing individual sections of levees (FEMA, 2013a). Sections that meet
NFIP design, construction, and maintenance standards will be credited with providing protection
and eliminating damage from the 1 percent annual chance exceedance flood and more frequent
events. For sections that do not meet standards, floodplain depths will be computed using models
appropriate for the relevant deficiency. For example, levees with structural deficiencies are analyzed as if they will breach in multiple locations, but will provide some hazard reduction.

Exposure and Vulnerability: DELV Curves
To assess exposure and vulnerability, the NFIP employs inundation depth–percent damage
functions (referred to as DELV curves), such as the one illustrated in Figure 3.7a, based upon the
type of occupancy, type of construction, and location of contents in the structure. The percent
damage values are converted to monetary values by multiplying by the value of the structure
(ideally the replacement value) in the final step of rate setting. The depth for assessing damage is
found by adjusting the inundation depth–damage function to correspond to the elevation of the
structure.

3

See http://www.fema.gov/guidelines-and-standards-flood-risk-analysis-and-mapping.
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uses methods from the engineering manual with results of traditional hydrologic engineering and
economic analyses to assess flood risk.5
The USACE approach is similar to the NFIP’s, but includes the results of site-specific
flood hazard assessment and an evaluation of uncertainties in the assessment of flood hazard and
levee fragility. The USACE method begins with deriving a discharge–exceedance probability
function for a particular location using statistical analysis of available records or precipitation–
runoff modeling of the contributing watershed. The function includes discharge values for a
range of probabilities, commonly between 50 percent and 0.2 percent annual chance exceedance.
The discharge–exceedance probability function is transformed to a water surface elevation–
exceedance probability function using hydraulic model studies based on the best available bathymetric and topographic information. Applications are site specific, with hydraulic modeling
methods selected as appropriate for the channel and floodplain properties. If levees or other water control features alter the hazard, then their performance is assessed, and uncertainty about
their performance is represented with a fragility function.
Vulnerability and exposure are assessed using the depreciated replacement value of assets
and inundation depth–percent damage functions developed by the USACE (2000, 2003). The
inundation depth–damage functions are consistent with, but not identical to, those used by the
NFIP. Moreover, the NFIP uses the replacement value of the structure in its calculation of average annual loss, rather than the depreciated replacement value. The USACE estimates the depreciated replacement value by first estimating the replacement value, then reducing that value using the results of a site inspection to account for the condition and remaining useful life of the
structure. The expected annual damage (average annual loss) is computed by integrating the
damage–exceedance probability function.
The USACE risk analysis method considers the aleatory uncertainty in the assessment of
flood hazard and levee performance, and in the estimation of water surface elevations from river
discharges. Consideration is also given to selected sources of epistemic uncertainty. For example, the method uses probability distributions to describe the uncertainty about inputs, including
uncertainties about (a) the discharge–exceedance probability function, (b) the discharge-to-water
surface elevation transformation, (c) the lowest floor elevation of a structure, and (d) the values
of assets. Monte Carlo sampling is used to develop the required damage–exceedance probability
function and the uncertainty distributions. Results are reported with levels of significance attached.

CATASTROPHE MODELS
Many private insurers use catastrophe models to assess the risk of natural hazards, including wind, earthquakes, wildfire, and, more recently, floods (e.g., see Grossi and Kunreuther,
2005). These models are generally developed for large or geographically diverse insurance portfolios for which it is important to assess the likelihood of catastrophic losses. The models can be
used to assess individual or aggregated risk (e.g., entire insurance portfolios).
5

See http://www.hec.usace.army.mil/software/hec-fda/.
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Private insurers often collect detailed construction and occupancy information to develop
loss estimates for anticipated flood events. This information can then be used to develop sitespecific predictors (similar to Figure 3.8e) for use in a catastrophe model. In the absence of sitespecific information, classes of risk are determined and available information used to assign the
structure to a class.
Catastrophe models are developed for and fitted to conditions for the floodplain of interest,
and therefore do not need to average hazard, performance, exposure, or vulnerability over time
or space. Instead, site-specific detailed meteorological, hydrological, hydraulic, and consequence
models can be developed and applied. For example, the loss calculations (using a function such
as shown in Figure 3.8e) may include one or more drivers of damage beyond water depth, such
as duration, velocity, quality of flood waters, season of flooding, or other factors.

REFINEMENTS TO CURRENT METHODS
North Carolina Flood Risk Information System
The North Carolina Floodplain Mapping Program is assessing certain components of flood
risk as a part of a statewide program to provide seamless, accurate, statewide modeling and mapping of flood hazards.6 To assess flood hazard, North Carolina developed site-specific water
surface elevation–exceedance probability functions using hydrologic and hydraulic studies
carried out by the state7 and by the NFIP, and high-resolution airborne lidar terrain data. The
state’s 3 meter lidar data is being replaced with quality level 2 lidar data (see Dewberry, 2011,
for a description), which is similar to high precision survey data. This information has been used
to determine base flood elevations for more than 300,000 locations in the state. In addition, the
state has determined water surface elevations and flood depths for five flood probabilities: 10
percent (10-year depth), 4 percent (25-year depth), 2 percent (50-year depth), 1 percent (100-year
depth), and 0.2 percent (500-year depth) annual chance exceedance. The 1 percent annual chance
exceedance depths along a portion of a North Carolina river are illustrated in Figure 3.9. North
Carolina is the first state to have performed such an analysis and to acquire high-resolution lidar
statewide.

6

See http://fris.nc.us/fris.
North Carolina has generated and incorporated more than 300,000 base flood elevations on Flood Insurance Rate
Maps for the state. See the presentation to the committee by John Dorman, North Carolina Floodplain Mapping Program, on May 12, 2014.
7
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8

See also http://www.fem
h
ma.gov/hazus.
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NFIP Multi-Frequency Depth Grids
The NFIP has been developing multi-frequency depth grids to analyze flood risk since
2009. The multi-frequency depth grids are intended to provide a platform for NFIP hydrologic
and hydraulic analyses and to help individuals better understand and visualize their flood hazard.
The NFIP analyzes flood depth at the same flood probabilities as North Carolina’s (10 percent, 4
percent, 2 percent, 1 percent, and 0.2 percent annual chance exceedance), and uses similar methods for producing the depth grids (FEMA, 2014). Depths for the grids are currently determined
using spatial interpolation schemes, which estimate grid cell water surface elevations from results of state-of-practice hydraulic models. The description and display of site-specific flood
hazard at a relatively fine spatial scale are also similar to those of North Carolina. The depth grid
datasets currently cover about 20 percent of the U.S. population.9 This technology—if integrated
with reliable structure elevation and replacement value information—will eventually permit great
spatial resolution of flood risk, perhaps to a neighborhood or structure level nationwide, similar
to what is done on a smaller scale in North Carolina.

COMPREHENSIVE RISK ASSESSMENT
The 2013 NRC report Levees and the National Flood Insurance Program: Improving Policies and Practices recommended and summarized the advantages of the NFIP moving toward a
more comprehensive approach to risk analysis that builds on current USACE and catastrophe
model methods. As described in the NRC report, a comprehensive risk assessment (1) derives a
site-specific water surface elevation–exceedance probability function to represent hazard; (2)
takes into account the performance and reliability of flood protection measured aimed at reducing inundation depths, as well as the effect that their failure may have on flooding and, ultimately, damages; (3) determines inundation depths throughout a floodplain with appropriate hydraulic analyses; (4) estimates the damage to exposed assets as a consequence of the inundation (or
other relevant drivers), which is necessary for developing the damage–exceedance probability
function; and (5) evaluates the aleatory and epistemic uncertainty (natural variability and
knowledge uncertainty) in each of the elements of the analysis and propagates them through the
estimate of risk. The elements of the flood risk model are combined to derive the frequency distribution of the flood damage for individual structures or for a community as well as the uncertainty in these estimates. From these results, the average annual loss can be computed for a structure or a group of structures. The comprehensive risk assessment method has been applied in at
least two large-scale flood studies (see URS/JBA, 2008; IPET, 2009).

9

Personal communication by Paul Rooney, FEMA, on May 13, 2014.
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COMPARISON OF APPROACHES
All four of the flood risk assessment approaches described in this chapter (NFIP hydrologic
method, USACE method, catastrophe models, and comprehensive risk assessment) address the
main components of risk (i.e., flood hazard, the performance of flood protection measures, exposure, and vulnerability) using methods tailored to each organization’s needs. Each of the flood
risk assessment methods describes flood hazard using hydrologic and hydraulic models that represent the watershed, channel, and tidal behavior for the entire range of possible events. The
NFIP hydrologic method, the USACE method, and the comprehensive risk assessment recommended in NRC (2013) use an inundation depth–exceedance probability function to describe
flood hazard, whereas catastrophe models typically use Monte Carlo sampling to generate a long
series of synthetic stream flows or ocean tides derived from a probability function. A critical difference among the methods is the extent to which the hazard description represents the unique
conditions at a site. The NFIP PELV curves are spatial averages that do not represent unique
weather, watershed, or channel features. Other methods capture those unique features.
The performance of flood protection measures is represented in all the methods, albeit in
different ways. The USACE method, the comprehensive risk assessment, and catastrophe models
explicitly account for uncertainty about levee performance with fragility functions. In contrast,
the NFIP treats certified and accredited levees as preventing damage from floods more frequent
than the 1 percent annual chance exceedance event, and treats non-accredited levees (or levee
segments) as providing lesser or no flood protection. Both the NFIP and USACE methods account for the performance of flood storage and diversion, although in a simplistic and somewhat
optimistic manner. For example, both presume that reservoir water control manuals will be followed exactly; in practice such adherence is difficult.
All risk assessment methods described in this chapter model exposure and vulnerability in a
similar manner. The methods predict damage as a function of inundation depth, typically using
damage ratio models. All methods require estimates of the value of a structure and its contents to
calculate damage, and these estimates are made in a variety of ways. The USACE commonly
uses building unit cost information and structure type and size to estimate replacement value,
which is then adjusted to account for depreciation. The NFIP uses replacement cost values. Detailed information about construction and occupancy collected by private insurers can be used to
develop site-specific inundation depth–damage functions for use in a catastrophe model. If this
detailed information is not available, then inundation depth–damage functions are developed for
classes of structures.
A significant difference among the risk assessment methods is that the NFIP method was
developed to assess flood losses for individual structures, whereas the USACE, comprehensive
risk assessment, and catastrophe modeling methods can assess individual or aggregated risk (e.g.,
a community or an entire insurance portfolio). Assessing aggregated risk is useful for determining the financial soundness of the insurance portfolio.
Another significant difference among the methods is the treatment of aleatory and epistemic uncertainties about the hazard, performance, exposure, and vulnerability inputs to flood loss
calculations. Although some aleatory uncertainties are considered in the NFIP hydrologic method, epistemic uncertainties are not explicitly considered or integrated into the risk assessment.
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Instead, in the average annual loss calculation, the NFIP relies on judgments and empirical adjustments to accommodate uncertainties in the flood risk analyses and underwriting process
(Hayes and Neal, 2011). In contrast, the comprehensive risk assessment, catastrophe models,
and, to a lesser extent, the USACE method account for both aleatory and epistemic uncertainty
about the various inputs to the average annual loss calculation. For example, the NFIP mathematically treats the water surface elevation–exceedance probability function as if quantiles were
known with certainty. In contrast, with the comprehensive risk assessment and, to a lesser degree, the USACE method, epistemic uncertainty about the water surface elevation–exceedance
probability function is described with a probability distribution about the mean value of elevation
predicted for a specified probability. Similarly, the NFIP rate formula mathematically treats the
inundation depth–damage functions as known with certainty, whereas the USACE method, catastrophe models, and comprehensive risk assessment consider the impact of small samples and
imperfect knowledge on relationships to predict damage associated with depth. These three
methods then derive sample probability distributions that describe variations from the average
values predicted in the hazard, performance, exposure, and vulnerability models.
The appropriate method for assessing risk depends on the application. Possible changes in
methods for improving flood insurance rates are described in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Factors That Affect Risk-Based Premiums for
Negatively Elevated Structures

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) method for calculating risk-based premiums
was developed for rating post-FIRM (Flood Insurance Rate Map) structures, and its use has been
tailored for structures with lowest floor elevations at or above the base flood elevation. However,
negatively elevated structures are typically affected by different flood conditions (e.g., more frequent floods) and different drivers of damage and loss (e.g., longer duration of flooding) than
structures above the base flood elevation. Moreover, risk-based insurance premiums for negatively elevated structures are expected to be high when subsidies are phased out, simply because
flood risks are higher. This chapter identifies potential changes to the NFIP method for calculating risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures. Of particular interest are the water surface
elevation–exceedance probability functions (PELV curves), the inundation depth–damage functions (DELV curves), underinsurance, and deductibles. Associated data issues are discussed in
Chapter 5.

PELV
The NFIP develops rates for a class of structures by computing the average annual loss, accounting for the elevation of the structure relative to the base flood elevation, and then adjusting
that value for expenses and other factors. Rates are computed by integrating the product of the
DELV curve for a class of structures and each PELV curve to compute an average annual loss,
and then averaging the computed losses over the set of PELV curves, weighted by the estimated
fraction of structures in each PELV zone equivalent. This averaging step can result in premiums
that are representative of the flood risk for the structure class as a whole, but not for individual
structures within the class. In addition, the PELV curves were developed with a focus on the difference between the 1 percent and 10 percent annual chance exceedance elevations and may not
adequately capture the loss potential from frequent flooding, which can be significant for negatively elevated structures. These issues and possible changes to the NFIP method are described
below.
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Averaging in the Rate Calculation
Averaging the average annual loss over a large set of PELV curves in the rate calculation
affects premiums because it obscures variations in the water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions. This means that the magnitude of flood hazard will be overestimated (and premiums will be too high) in some areas and underestimated in others (and premiums will be too
low), and thus to rate classes with excessive variance in premiums.
Variation in Flood Hazard. The PELV curves were derived to represent the wide variety of
coastal and riverine flood hazard conditions that exist across the United States. The family of
PELV curves range from those with a large water surface elevation difference between rarely
exceeded and frequently exceeded flood events to those with small water surface elevation differences. The need for this differentiation of hazard is illustrated in Table 4.1, which shows the
difference between water surface elevations for a rarer event (1 percent annual chance of exceedance) and a frequently exceeded event (10 percent annual chance of exceedance) relative to the
base flood elevation at three locations. The water surface elevation difference is 13.9 feet for
Fayette County, Texas; 6.7 feet for Boulder County, Colorado; and 2.1 feet for Suffolk County,
New York (Table 4.1). These differences in water surface elevations reflect differences in the
meteorological, hydrological, and hydraulic properties of the watersheds and floodplains. If the
insurance rate for an identical structure were computed then averaged for these three cases, then
that rate would not represent well the risk for any one of the cases.
As discussed below, negatively elevated structures are inundated by more frequent events
than structures above the base flood elevation (see “Capturing the Loss Potential from Very Frequent Flooding”), and the depths of inundation for more rare events may be considerable. Those
flood hazard conditions are obscured in the averaging, leading to rates that are correct in aggregate, but incorrect for individual cases.
TABLE 4.1 Comparison of Water Surface Elevation Differences in Different Regions
Difference Between the 1 Percent and 10 Percent Annual Chance
Exceedance Water Surface Elevations (feet)
Percent Chance Exceedance Fayette County, TX Boulder County, CO
Suffolk County, NY
0.2
4.3
3.4
1.7
1
0.0
0.0
0.0
2
-4.6
-2.5
-0.6
10
-13.9
-6.7
-2.1
SOURCES: Data from Flood Insurance Studies; see FEMA (2006, 2009, and 2012).

Premium Variance Within Rate Classes. Homogeneity of the insured properties within a rate
class is desirable for calculating rates that are both precise and fair to the policyholders
(Mathewson et al., 2011). Rate classes for negatively elevated structures appear to be heterogeneous, largely as a result of averaging the insurance rates produced from a wide range of PELV
curves. Table 4.2 shows how premiums for a specific set of structural parameters vary for the
different PELV curves. When the rate is averaged from the appropriate set of PELV curves in the
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average annual loss calculation, the variance around that average premium can be large. This
means that while the rate (and resulting premium) computed may be appropriate as an average
for all policyholders in a class ($9,142 in Table 4.2), rates may be far too high for some structures and far too low for others. For example, if insurance was priced differently for each of the
30 A zone equivalents, then a policyholder in Zone A30 would be charged only $4,228 in the
Table 4.2 example. But because the 30 numbered A zones have been consolidated into a single
AE zone, the rate represents an average across all 30 A zones, and the policyholder pays more
than double that amount—$9,142. Although rate classes for positively elevated structures are
also heterogeneous, the dollar amounts and, hence, the absolute magnitudes of the differences are
much larger for negatively elevated structures.
TABLE 4.2 Influence of PELV Curves on the Insurance Premium for a Structure With the Lowest Floor
Elevation 4 Feet Below the Base Flood Elevation
PELV
Zone Equivalent
Zone Weighta
Zone Premium
25
A1
1%
$11,267.88
26
A2
1%
$11,267.88
27
A3
1%
$11,267.88
28
A4
3%
$11,267.88
29
A5
6%
$11,267.88
30
A6
8%
$11,267.88
31
A7
10%
$11,267.88
32
A8
11%
$11,911.69
33
A9
11%
$10,040.57
34
A10
11%
$8,561.74
35
A11
10%
$7,925.78
36
A12
9%
$7,101.71
37
A13
7%
$6,694.55
38
A14
6%
$6,299.23
39
A15
4%
$5,881.52
40
A16
3%
$5,544.08
41
A17
2%
$5,274.60
42
A18
1%
$5,151.74
43
A19
0%
$4,948.63
44
A20
0%
$4,853.87
46
A21
0%
$4,774.61
48
A22
0%
$4,691.30
50
A23
0%
$4,557.16
52
A24
0%
$4,462.78
54
A25
0%
$4,442.11
56
A26
0%
$4,382.93
58
A27
0%
$4,338.98
60
A28
0%
$4.254.83
62
A29
0%
$4,252.54
64
A30
0%
$4,228.72
Weighted Average
$9,142.03
a

Weights are rounded.
NOTE: This example is for a one-story 1–4 family residential building with no basement and $250,000 of coverage on
the structure.
SOURCE: Andy Neal, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
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Another issue is that computed rates for negatively elevated structures generally increase as
the difference between the 1 percent and 10 percent annual chance exceedance depths decrease
(PELV numbers decrease; see Table 4.2). The opposite is true for positively elevated structures.
As discussed below, this trend can be attributed to the large contributions from more frequent
floods to the total flood risk for negatively elevated structures, and thus there is great sensitivity
to PELV values associated with floods of high annual probabilities (10 percent or greater annual
chance exceedance).
Potential Changes to the NFIP Method. Representing flood hazard variation more precisely
and accurately in the average annual loss computation would reduce inequities that result when
all policyholders with the same structure type and elevation pay a rate averaged over hazard conditions. Precise hazard representation requires structure elevations and site-specific water surface
elevation–exceedance probability functions developed from detailed flood studies. In some cases, local flood study reports may yield the required water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions. For example, the site-specific water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions developed and used by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) for planning studies
and by North Carolina for risk communication define flood hazard with the necessary precision.
The NFIP’s multi-frequency depth grids represent a step toward site-specific hazard definition.
If deriving and using site-specific water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions
is not practical, then the NFIP could group and average the functions to capture important differences in flood hazard conditions, and use the average function that best represents the hazard at a
structure. This strategy is similar to the NFIP’s now abandoned strategy of using numbered A
zones (or V zones) for rate setting. Research, guided by the extent of the variance in premiums
within rate classes, would be required to determine how many categories of water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions would be needed to create more homogeneous rate classes
for negatively elevated structures, and thus to increase fairness to policyholders. Once the categories are determined, new flood studies and mapping would likely be required in regions with
significant numbers of negatively elevated structures.
If new flood studies are not feasible, then alternative strategies could be developed to guide
selection of the appropriate category of water surface elevation–exceedance probability function
to use for rating a structure. For example, a strategy similar in concept to the U.S. Geological
Survey’s regional regression equations1 for estimating flood flow discharges from selected meteorological, hydrologic, and hydraulic properties of the watershed, channel, and floodplain could
be employed to guide selection of the appropriate water surface elevation–exceedance probability function. Such an approach would account for all drivers of rising water surface elevations,
including coastal waves where appropriate.

1

See http://water.usgs.gov/osw/programs/nss/pubs.html.
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Capturing the Loss Potential from Very Frequent Flooding
The accuracy with which more frequently exceeded floods are represented in the water surface elevation–exceedance probability function is particularly important for assessing risk for
negatively elevated structures. In the NFIP average annual loss calculation, the loss attributable
to each depth of inundation is multiplied by the probability of that inundation, then summed over
all possible probability values. Thus, higher probability events have a significant impact on the
average annual loss. Depending on the inundation depth–exceedance probability function and the
structure elevation, the threshold annual chance exceedance value for damage to negatively elevated structures may be as great as 50 percent (the 2-year flood), with a significant portion of the
loss caused by floods with the value much greater than 1 percent (i.e., by floods more frequent
than the 100-year flood).
Figure 4.1 shows the annual damage–exceedance probability function derived for a
$250,000 structure located 4 feet below the 1 percent annual chance exceedance elevation. The
structure in this example is in a floodplain for which the 10 percent annual chance exceedance
water surface elevation is 3 feet less than the 1 percent annual chance exceedance water surface
elevation (Zone A6). The average annual loss for the structure, computed by integrating the
damage–exceedance probability function, is approximately $8,880. For this negatively elevated
structure, approximately 30 percent of that loss is attributable to events more frequent than the 10
percent annual chance exceedance (10-year) event, and 60 percent of the loss is attributable to
events more frequent than the 5 percent annual chance exceedance (20-year) event. Only 11 percent of the average annual loss is attributable to events less frequent than the 1 percent annual
chance exceedance event. By comparison, all of the loss to a structure with a first floor elevation
equal to the base flood elevation is attributable to events less frequent than the 1 percent annual
chance exceedance event (dashed line in Figure 4.1).
The contribution of small flood events to the average annual loss is greater in locations
with smaller differences between the 1 percent and 10 percent annual chance exceedance water
surface elevations. For example, if the water surface elevation difference is 0.5 feet (Zone A1),
then 88 percent of the average annual loss is due to the 10 percent annual chance exceedance
(10-year) event or to more frequent events. If the water surface elevation difference is 8 feet
(Zone A16), then 49 percent of the average annual loss is due to events less frequent than the 1
percent annual chance exceedance (100-year) event, while events more frequent than the 5 percent annual chance exceedance (20-year) event contribute nothing to the loss.
Average annual loss calculations for negatively elevated structures are also sensitive to
even small inaccuracies in inundation depth estimates at the lower end of the water surface elevation–exceedance probability function. For the example shown in Figure 4.1, if inundation
depths for events more frequent than those with a 10 percent annual chance of exceedance are
0.3 feet greater than those shown in the PELV curve (a reasonable tolerance in hydrologic and
hydraulic analysis model results), then the average annual loss increases from $8,800 to approximately $10,220 (a 15 percent increase). If the inundation depths are 0.3 feet less than shown in
the PELV curve, then the average annual loss is approximately $7,960 (a 10 percent decrease).
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damage estimates. Different DELV curves are developed for different structure types and contents locations.
Three aspects of the inundation depth–damage function and its development affect premiums for structures in the NFIP portfolio, including negatively elevated structures. First, inundation depth–damage data are highly variable. Second, data quality problems may compromise the
integrity of the DELV curves (see Chapter 5). Third, the NFIP credibility weighting method in
many cases assigns greater weight to the USACE damage estimates for a selected inundation
depth than the NFIP damage estimates for the same depth without considering whether the quality of the underlying USACE data is better than the NFIP data.

Variability of NFIP Damage Estimates
A reliable damage estimate is critical to the computation of the average annual loss. The
NFIP frequently refines its inundation damage prediction functions using actual claims data.
However, the claims data for a selected depth of inundation used in this refining are highly variable. For example, Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of damages reported for 2 feet of inundation
depth in 2 years: 2005 and 2012. In these examples, damage ratios vary from zero to 100 percent.
Figure 4.3 shows the coefficient of variation, which is the ratio of the standard deviation to the
mean damage ratio, for one-story residential structures with no basement. The coefficient of variation is greater than 0.6 for water surface elevations -4 feet below to +4 feet above the lowest
floor elevation, and is greater than 1.0 for some water surface elevations below the lowest floor
elevation. In other types of structures, the coefficient of variation may be different.
The variance observed in Figure 4.2 may be attributable to (1) a failure of inundation depth
alone to adequately predict damage, (2) poor data quality (see Chapter 5), or (3) unrecognized
variability within a structure class. Besides depth, characteristics of flood events that may influence the nature and extent of flood damage to a structure (and the observed variance in NFIP reported claims) include tidal- and wind-driven wave height, flow velocity, duration of inundation,
debris and impact loads, sediment load, buoyancy, scour effects, erosion, and contamination
(McBean et al., 1988; Thieken et al., 2005). As a result, floods with the same inundation depth
may cause different damage. A suggestion that some of these factors contribute to damage is illustrated in Figure 4.4, which shows the mean flood damage ratio as a function of inundation
depths for 2005 and 2012. The data for 2005 are dominated by Hurricane Katrina, which caused
extensive damage in Louisiana and Mississippi. In New Orleans, where many structures behind
levees are negatively elevated, some structures were inundated for an unusually long period of
time, exacerbating damage, and others were near levee breaches where higher flow velocities
increased forces on structures and caused more damage than predicted by depth alone. In Mississippi, which was not protected by coastal barriers, flood damage caused by high inundation
depths and wind-driven waves extended many miles inland (Fritz et al., 2007). The difference
between the 2005 and 2012 data could be interpreted as reflecting the effect of duration of inundation or to other factors, such as wave effects, scour at levee breaches, or the effects of debris.
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FIGURE 4.2 Distribution of NFIP flood damage data (assuming reported inundation depths are in feet)
for 2 feet of flooding in 2005 (top) and 2012 (bottom). SOURCE: Data provided by Andy Neal, FEMA.
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FIGURE 4.3 Coefficient of variation—the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean damage ratio—
determined for one-story residential structures with no basement in the NFIP portfolio. Damage reports
from 2005 are excluded to avoid biasing results with damage from extreme coastal flooding in that year.
SOURCE: Data provided by Andy Neal, FEMA.
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FIGURE 4.4 Variation in the mean damage as a function of the inundation depth (assumed to be in feet)
for the NFIP for 2005 and 2012. SOURCE: Data provided by Andy Neal, FEMA.

The variance in damage reports may also be attributable to vulnerability differences among
structures within a given category. For example, the NFIP develops a DELV curve for all onestory, no basement residential structures without regard to the replacement value of the structures. However, the higher quality materials and construction used in more expensive structures
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may suffer greater damage (have higher damage ratios) at lower inundation depths than the materials and construction used in less expensive structures.
Potential Changes to the NFIP Method. To better understand the large variance in damage data, additional data on flood hazard characteristics (e.g., depth and duration of flooding, flow velocity, sediment load) and structure vulnerability (e.g., properties of the foundation, quality of
materials used in the construction and finish) would have to be collected in damage reports and
analyzed. In addition, more classes of damage prediction functions may have to be developed to
capture critical differences in drivers in the risk calculation. For example, functions might be developed to represent damage that is due primarily to inundation depth; damage that is due primarily due to inundation depth and duration (likely to be particularly important for negatively
elevated structures); and so on. Developing these functions would require improved data collection (see Chapter 5) and research to establish reliable predictors of damage and their probabilities.

Weight Assigned to USACE Damage Estimates
The NFIP credibility weighting procedure (FEMA, 2003) estimates damage for each specified inundation depth as follows:2
 If the NFIP claims sample is large enough to assign 100 percent credibility at a selected
confidence level (e.g., 90 percent),3 then the NFIP uses the damage estimate from claims reports.
 If NFIP claims data are not available, then the NFIP uses the USACE estimate of damage.
 If NFIP claims data are available, but not fully credible because of the small sample
size, then the NFIP uses a weighted average of the NFIP claims data and the USACE damage
estimates.
Figure 4.5 shows an example of the credibility analysis for 2005 loss data. The top figure
shows the relative weights given to NFIP and USACE loss data from the credibility analysis. For
inundation depths between zero and 5 feet, there are a sufficient number of NFIP claims data to
assign full weight to the damages predicted with them; no weight is assigned to the USACE estimates for inundation depths in that range (Figure 4.5, top). For greater and lesser inundation
depths, NFIP claims data are sparse, and the USACE damage estimates are weighted heavily.
The bottom figure shows the damage ratio function derived from NFIP claims data, USACE

2
3

Personal communication from Andy Neal, FEMA, on April 11, 2014.
×

The number of claims needed for full credibility =
, where Z is half the standard normal distribution value
×
corresponding to a required confidence, S is the sample (collection of claims corresponding to a water depth category) standard deviation, D is the desired relative error of the estimated mean, and X is the sample mean (FEMA,
2003).
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damage estimates, and the blended result using the weights from the top figure. In this case, the
blended DELV curve tracks the USACE inundation depth–damage function (Figure 4.5, bottom).
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FIGURE 4.5 Illustration of the NFIP credibility analysis for 2005 loss data. (Top) Relative weights assigned to the NFIP data and the USACE data based on the credibility weighting methodology. (Bottom)
Comparison of the NFIP claims data, USACE damage estimates, and the blended result using the credibility weighting methodology.

The NFIP credibility analysis looks only at the size of the NFIP claims dataset (the number
of data points required to produce a credible estimate) and the data variance. Other relevant factors are not included, such as the quality of the data (measurement and reporting errors), the diP R E P U B L I C AT I O N C O P Y
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versity of the data (e.g., the number of flood events, variability among flood events), the number
of damage observations associated with individual flood events, structure variability, or other
drivers of damage. In addition, the credibility criteria (data variance and size of the claims dataset) are applied only to the NFIP data, not to the USACE inundation depth–damage function.
Finally, the NFIP does not evaluate the quality of the USACE damage data. Thus, in some cases,
unreliable estimates from the USACE will be given higher weight than high-quality but sparse
NFIP claims data.
Potential Changes to the NFIP Method. The NFIP could improve estimates of potential damage due to inundation by developing new inundation depth–damage functions using long-term
averages of NFIP claims data or data from other sources. A new credibility analysis could then
be implemented to adjust values as newer claim data become available. Smaller improvements
could be made using the current weighting procedure, incorporating an assessment of the sample
size and quality of both NFIP claims data and USACE damage estimates. Such changes would
enhance the weighting procedure, and thus improve estimates of potential damage due to inundation—or at least improve the confidence in those values. To incorporate the credibility of the
USACE damage estimates into the weighting procedure, the NFIP would have to investigate and
assess the quality and statistical significance of the USACE inundation depth–damage functions
used. This may be straightforward with the new USACE damage functions being created (e.g.,
USACE, 2015), but would likely prove to be a challenge with the USACE inundation depth–
damage functions used in the credibility analysis because little documentation of those functions
is available.

UNDERINSURANCE
The NFIP computes flood loss by applying the damage ratio from the appropriate DELV
curve to the replacement cost value of the structure. The objective is to set a rate that, when multiplied by an amount of insurance, will produce a premium that makes a sufficient contribution to
the risk pool to cover the NFIP’s expected losses. If the insurance limit of a policy is significantly less than the replacement value of the structure—a situation referred to as underinsurance—
then the concept of recovering loss through pooling premiums can break down, and both the policyholder and the insurer are threatened financially. For the policyholder, underinsurance means
a loss may not be covered fully if the loss exceeds the amount of insurance purchased. For the
insurer, underinsurance means that premiums collected for the underinsured property may not
adequately reflect the loss, unless adjustments are made.
Empirical evidence shows that homeowners are often reluctant to protect themselves
against low-probability high-consequence events, such as floods, and so purchase too little or no
insurance unless required to do so (e.g., Kunreuther, 1984). The NFIP encourages, but does not
require, the purchase of “insurance to value,” hence avoiding underinsurance, by providing replacement cost coverage if a single family structure is insured to at least 80 percent of its value at
the time of loss (or to the full statutory limit of $250,000 for structures). Otherwise, the loss is
settled on an actual cash value basis. The program also encourages the purchase of higher
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amounts of insurance by charging less for amounts of insurance purchased above the basic limits
threshold, currently $60,000 for a single family building. The statutory mandatory flood insurance purchase requirement ties the amount of insurance to be purchased to the outstanding balance of the loan on the property for federally backed or regulated mortgages (if there is one).
This balance may be less than the replacement value, and some lenders require insurance to value. In addition, the statutory limit of $250,000 on coverage for single family structures means
that many structures cannot be covered to their full value. These statutory limitations may lead to
underinsurance.
The NFIP method to compensate for underinsurance is to use a loading factor (UINS) in
the rate formula. The loading factor adjusts the rate so that collectively the premiums reflect the
amount of expected annual loss, thus protecting the NFIP from potential premium shortfalls as a
result of underinsurance. To calculate underinsurance, the rate formula shown in Box 2.1 is expanded to account for losses that are not covered when the limits are lower than the property value (see Formula 3 in FEMA, 2013d). Application of the NFIP rate formula to the rate classes
produces results that are consistent with the first loss scales approach (Box 4.1). The breadth of a
rate class can be a factor in how effective either approach is in treating underinsurance and in
pricing the different layers of risk.
BOX 4.1
First Loss Scales
Financial risk in insurance can be treated as having three layers: the deductible, the insured limit,
and the difference between the insured limit and the value of the property (if it exceeds the policy limit of
liability). The standard private industry practice is to apply a rate to the total replacement value of the
property to develop the pure premium (average annual loss) and then to modify this rate to take account
of the uninsured layers. The relative price for each layer is determined by applying what is referred to as a
first loss scale. Claims data are used to determine the frequency of loss relative to the insured amount,
and this relationship is used to assign the relative price of each layer of risk. Generally, for any given
property, the first dollars of coverage are more expensive to provide than the last. This is why increasing
a deductible (the first layer of financial risk) can have a large impact on reducing the premium, whereas
purchasing higher amounts of coverage (second layer of financial risk) may not increase the overall premium very much.
First loss scales are generally used in the insurance industry to rate individual properties. The NFIP
rate formula is applied to classes of properties, but the resulting rates are consistent with those that would
be developed for classes of properties using first loss scales.

In the VE zone (along coasts, with additional hazard due to wave velocity), where very
high premiums and high building values can lead to underinsurance, the NFIP rate depends on
how much insurance is being purchased as a percentage of the building value. In all other zones,
the rate loadings reflect a broader average of the amounts of insurance purchased relative to the
building values. This broader averaging may be problematic if properties within a rate class are
underinsured by substantially different amounts, as may happen when negatively elevated structures are in the rate class. In such cases, the premiums paid for fully insured properties can end
up subsidizing the underinsured properties.
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The examples that follow illustrate how underinsurance may affect rates for negatively elevated structures. In the examples, the structure elevation (8 feet below the base flood elevation)
and location (Zone A18) are constant, and the building value and the amount of insurance purchased vary (see Table 4.3). Examples 1 through 3 illustrate first loss scales principles in that (1)
the required premium is not reduced much when the lower limits of coverage are purchased and
(2) the rate for the amount of insurance being purchased must be increased, reflecting that it is a
more expensive layer of coverage (see the first loss scales discussion in Box 4.1).
Example 1 is a building fully insured to its replacement cost of $200,000. The premium
needed to cover the expected NFIP loss is $5,608, and the associated rate is $2.80 per $100 of
coverage purchased. The DELV model of potential damage to this structure predicts maximum
damage of $156,800 for inundation depths greater than 12.5 feet. In Example 2, the amount of
insurance purchased for the same building is $170,000. Even though this is less than the replacement cost, in residential property coverage, this amount is generally still considered to be
“insured to value.” As with Example 1, no loss greater than $156,800 is predicted for the
$200,000 structure. All losses to the structure are covered, and so the premium needed to cover
the expected annual loss is still $5,608. However, the rate needed to generate that premium increases to $3.30 per $100 of coverage purchased. If this degree of underinsurance was the average amount for the rate class, then the NFIP would charge the rate of $3.30, rather than $2.80.
In Example 3, the amount of insurance purchased for the $200,000 structure covers only
half of the building value (Table 4.3). Some losses to the NFIP will be avoided; even though the
maximum loss predicted by the DELV calculation is $156,800 for an inundation depth of 12.5
feet, only losses up to the insured value of $100,000 will be paid. The premium needed to cover
the expected loss is slightly lower than in Examples 1 and 2 ($5,075, compared with $5,608).
However, the rate needed to generate the required premium rises by 35–45 percent to $5.07 per
$100 of coverage purchased. The policy will pay out for more frequent damaging events (such as
those that affect negatively elevated structures) for which claims are less than the policy limit.
Examples 1 and 4 illustrate the impacts of underinsurance for a high valued building ($1
million) compared to a relatively low valued building ($200,000; Table 4.3). The current NFIP
statutory limit on coverage is $250,000, and the high valued building is insured to that amount.
Even though the NFIP will not pay for losses higher than that amount, the premium needed to
cover the losses that will be paid is $17,800 and the rate is $7.12. If the high valued and low valued buildings are in the same rate class, the rate for the entire class must be raised to compensate,
leading to a form of rate compression. Thus, losses to expensive houses can wind up being heavily subsidized by premiums paid on less expensive houses.
Potential Changes to the NFIP Method. Policyholders underinsure their property because they
do not understand their flood risk, high premiums create an incentive to underinsure, or statutory
limits prevent them from purchasing enough flood insurance. Better communication of flood
hazard and flood risk could help policyholders understand their flood risk, which could lead
them to purchase sufficient insurance. Possible solutions to the deliberate purchase of too little
insurance include (1) raising premiums for policyholders who elect to purchase a lower amount
of insurance than warranted by their risk, although this may not be cost effective for the NFIP;
(2) reducing loss payments or charging penalties if it is discovered that the declared value of the
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property is too low, although heavy penalties may be hard to impose in practice because they
would likely cause political problems; and (3) expanding the treatment of underinsurance for VE
zone structures to all structures in the NFIP portfolio. The first two are practices used in the insurance industry. The third is used by the NFIP. Rather than making one overall adjustment in
the rate for underinsurance in VE zones, the NFIP varies the rate based on the ratio of the
amount of insurance purchased to the replacement cost value of the building. Three ratios are
considered: less than 0.5; between 0.5 and 0.74; and 0.75 or more. A more refined classification
scheme such as this could reduce the potential for cross subsidies.
Although outside the control of the NFIP, raising the statutory limits on federal flood insurance could lessen the underinsurance problem. The limits have not changed since 1994, even to
correct for inflation ($250,000 in 1994 is equivalent to $402,000 in 2014). As a reference point,
the average value of owner-occupied houses in California was $108,000 in 1994 and $233,600 in
2014.4 These are only averages, meaning that many policyholders have a structure value above
the current $250,000 limit. At a national level, the committee’s analysis of the NFIP portfolio
reveals that the proportion of single-family flood insurance policies at the $250,000 limit has increased from 11 percent in 2000 to 48 percent in 2012. As building replacement cost values increase over time, larger numbers of buildings may become underinsured, worsening the problem
of cross subsidies illustrated above.
Another issue that affects the treatment of underinsurance is data quality. In the NFIP, insurance companies and agents use their own methods to estimate replacement cost (e.g., property
sales data, construction costs, maximum amount of insurance coverage), and so the estimates are
often inconsistent. More consistent replacement cost values could improve the underinsurance
adjustment as well as other terms in the NFIP actuarial rate formula, such as DELV. Potential
ways to improve replacement cost values are discussed in Chapter 5.

4

Data from http://www.lincolninst.edu/subcenters/land-values/land-prices-by-state.asp.
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TABLE 4.3 Effect of Underinsurance on Premiums and Premium Rates for Structures with Lowest Floor Elevations 8 Feet Below the Base Flood
Elevation
Example 1
Example 2
Example 3
Example 4
Structure
$200,000
Structure
$200,000
Structure
$200,000
Structure
$1,000,000
Value
Value
Value
Value
Insurance
$200,000
Insurance
$170,000
Insurance
$100,000
Insurance
$250,000
Inundation Percent
Probability Damage
Expected
Damage
Expected
Damage
Expected
Damage
Expected
Depth
Damage
in Range
Amount
NFIP Loss Amount
NFIP Loss Amount
NFIP Loss Amount
NFIP Loss
≥12.5 ft
78.4%
0.2%
$156,800
$313.60
$156,800
$313.60
$156,800
$200.00
$784,000
$500.00
12–12.5 ft
73.8%
0.1%
$147,600
$147.60
$147,600
$147.60
$147,600
$100.00
$738,000
$250.00
11–12 ft
73.1%
0.1%
$146,200
$146.20
$146,200
$146.20
$146,200
$100.00
$731,000
$250.00
10–11 ft
70.5%
0.2%
$141,000
$282.00
$141,000
$282.00
$141,000
$200.00
$705,000
$500.00
9–10 ft
68.0%
0.2%
$136,000
$272.00
$136,000
$272.00
$136,000
$200.00
$680,000
$500.00
8–9 ft
63.5%
0.3%
$127,000
$381.00
$127,000
$381.00
$127,000
$300.00
$635,000
$750.00
7–8 ft
59.6%
0.3%
$119,200
$357.60
$119,200
$357.60
$119,200
$300.00
$596,000
$750.00
6–7 ft
54.2%
0.4%
$108,400
$433.60
$108,400
$433.60
$108,400
$400.00
$542,000
$1,000.00
5–6 ft
48.9%
0.4%
$97,800
$391.20
$97,800
$391.20
$97,800
$391.20
$489,000
$1,000.00
4–5 ft
41.9%
0.7%
$83,800
$586.60
$83,800
$586.60
$83,800
$586.60
$419,000
$1,750.00
3–4 ft
33.2%
0.7%
$66,400
$464.80
$66,400
$464.80
$66,400
$464.80
$332,000
$1,750.00
2–3 ft
28.6%
1.0%
$57,200
$572.00
$57,200
$572.00
$57,200
$572.00
$286,000
$2,500.00
1–2 ft
23.3%
1.2%
$46,600
$559.20
$46,600
$559.20
$46,600
$559.20
$233,000
$2,796.00
0–1 ft
16.6%
1.9%
$33,200
$630.80
$33,200
$630.80
$33,200
$630.80
$166,000
$3,154.00
-0.5–0 ft
3.5%
1.0%
$7,000
$70.00
$7,000
$70.00
$7,000
$70.00
$35,000
$350.00
≤ -0.5 ft
0.0%
91.3%
$$$$$$$$Premium
Premium Rate

$5,608.20
$2.80

$5,608.20
$3.30

$5,074.60
$5.07

$17,800.00
$7.12

NOTE: Examples are for single family structures in Zone A18. Calculations use the NFIP actuarial rate formula to compute the average annual loss. The loss
costs are based on the expected annual damage amounts and do not include consideration for deductibles, loss adjustment costs, or other loadings that would go
into an actual insurance rate.
SOURCE: Data from FEMA (2013d).
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DEDUCTIBLES
A deductible is the amount a policyholder pays for a loss before the insurance coverage is
triggered. Deductibles can provide savings both to the insurer and the policyholder. For the insurer, deductibles reduce a portion of the loss or eliminate smaller claims and the associated
claim handling expenses. For the policyholder, deductibles lower the insurance premium. In general, the higher the deductible, the lower the premium because the deductible reduces the predicted claim loss for the insurer. In addition, paying some part of the loss can encourage policyholders to take mitigation actions, thereby reducing the potential for losses to both policyholders
and insurers.
Deductibles can be offered as a defined amount unrelated to the limits of liability or the insured asset value, as a percentage of the limits of liability, or as a percentage of the insured asset
value. To address any potential underreporting of values, the deductible is most often expressed
as a percentage of value at the time of loss. The NFIP offers deductible options as set dollar
amounts, not as percentages of insurance purchased or property value. Because premiums for
negatively elevated structures are expected to be high when risk-based rates are implemented, it
is important for the NFIP to look for ways that policyholders can reduce their premiums and receive deductible discounts that are appropriate for the expected losses.
The current NFIP minimum deductibles for building and contents coverages range from
$1,000 to $2,000 (Table 4.4), and the maximum deductible available for residential properties is
$5,000 each for structure and contents coverage. Research shows that most people prefer low
deductibles for all types of insurance, even though they will have to pay more for losses (Eldred,
1980; Cutler and Zeckhauser, 2004; Sydnor, 2006). In an analysis of flood insurance deductible
choices of homeowners in Florida, Michel-Kerjan and Kousky (2010) found that nearly 80 percent of policyholders chose the lowest building deductible available, and about 18 percent chose
the second lowest deductible available ($500 at the time). Such a low deductible has a significant
financial impact on the NFIP. The committee’s analysis of national claims data for single family
residences insured by the NFIP shows that increasing the minimum deductible to $2,500 would
have saved the NFIP $1.6 billion in claims payments over the 1985–2009 period, and that increasing the minimum deductible to $5,000 would have saved $3.4 billion in claims payments.
Of course, NFIP savings from these higher deductibles would be partly offset by the larger premium discounts offered to policyholders.
TABLE 4.4 Current Minimum Deductibles for all NFIP Policies
Post-FIRM Rating
Building Coverage Building
Contents
Below $100,000
$1,000
$1,000
Above $100,000
$1,250
$1,250

Pre-FIRM Rating
Building
$1,500
$2,000

Contents
$1,500
$2,000

SOURCE: NFIP Insurance Agents Manual, June 2014, pp. 14-15.

Potential Changes to the NFIP Method. One way to reduce the anticipated premium increase
for negatively elevated structures is to increase the minimum deductible. In addition, changes
could be made in the way premium discounts are calculated. The current NFIP premium disP R E P U B L I C AT I O N C O P Y
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counts for single family residences depend only on the dollar amount of the deductible selected
and whether the insurance rating is for a pre-FIRM or post-FIRM structure. This simple approach averages the effect of different deductibles on losses, masking connections between deductible amounts, premium discounts for deductibles, and loss drivers, such as flood hazard and
structure value. Refining the current NFIP approach to account for differences in flood risk and
structure values would result in higher premium discounts and thus lower premiums for lower
valued properties. These higher discounts could be meaningful with the high premiums anticipated for negatively elevated structures. The NFIP could also explore expressing deductibles as a
percentage of the insured value, as is done in earthquake and hurricane insurance policies. This
approach would more closely align the deductible discounts with the replacement values of the
structures.
Regardless of which approach is taken, making the results widely available and as transparent as possible could promote policyholders’ understanding of the effects of deductible choices. For example, tools like the price simulator applications found on some private insurance
company websites show how premiums would change for different deductible amounts and coverage limits, helping policyholders make more informed decisions on purchasing insurance.
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Alternative Approaches and Implementation

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) methods for calculating risk-based premiums
balance statutory requirements, actuarial principals, and practical considerations, such as feasibility, cost, and ease of implementation. Much of this balancing was based on the data and technology that were available in the early years of the program. However, expected statutory changes (i.e., a shift from subsidized to risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures) and concerns raised in program reviews (e.g., GAO, 2014) are driving a change in NFIP methods. In addition, technological advances (e.g., increased computing power; availability of lidar and webbased mapping; new techniques for providing greater spatial resolution in hazard modeling) are
enabling analyses that were not practical in the early 1970s, when NFIP methods were developed. This chapter presents the committee’s primary conclusions about calculating risk-based
rates for negatively elevated structures, organized around the study tasks (Box 1.1).

CURRENT NFIP METHODS
The first task of the committee was to review current NFIP methods for calculating riskbased premiums for negatively elevated structures, including risk analysis, flood maps, and engineering data (see Box 1.1). NFIP methods for setting risk-based rates were developed for rating
post-FIRM structures (i.e., those complying with NFIP construction standards), and their use has
been tailored for structures with lowest floor elevations at or above the base flood elevation. The
methods have also been applied for setting rates for about one-quarter of the negatively elevated
structures in the NFIP portfolio (see “NFIP Insurance Rates” in Chapter 2).
Overall, the committee found that current NFIP methods for setting risk-based rates do not
accurately and precisely describe critical hazard and vulnerability conditions that affect negatively elevated structures, including very frequent flooding, a longer duration of flooding, and a
higher proportion of damage from small flood events. In addition, many NFIP methods were developed decades ago and do not take full advantage of modern technological and analysis capabilities. Specific conclusions about NFIP methods are summarized below.
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ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
The second task of the committee was to evaluate alternative approaches for calculating
risk-based premiums for negatively elevated structures. The committee considered both incremental changes to current NFIP methods and different approaches, which would require research, development, and standardization; new data collection; and user training.

Incremental Changes to Current NFIP Methods
Conclusion 1. Careful representation of frequent floods in the NFIP PELV curves is important for assessing losses for negatively elevated structures. The shape of the PELV curve
depends primarily on the difference between the 1 percent and 10 percent annual chance exceedance depths. However, a significant portion of potential losses to negatively elevated structures
are caused by depths exceeded more frequently than once in 10 years on average (those with a 10
percent annual chance of exceedance). A short-term step to address this problem is to use information from existing detailed flood studies to refine the PELV curves so that they define more
accurately the water surface elevations for frequent floods. If a flood study developed the flow
frequency information needed to determine a base flood elevation (1 percent annual chance exceedance elevation), then it could easily be expanded to determine more frequent water surface
elevations. The incremental cost to extract this information from existing studies and to use it to
refine the PELV curves is small compared to the cost of carrying out a new detailed flood study
(typically $13,000 per mile in riverine areas and $9,300 per mile in coastal areas; see NRC,
2009).
Conclusion 2. Averaging the average annual loss over a large set of PELV curves leads to
rate classes that encompass high variability in flood hazard for negatively elevated structures, and thus the premiums charged are too high for some policyholders and too low for
others. An incremental change is to calculate the average annual flood loss component of the
premium rate using a PELV curve that represents the flood hazard at the structure’s location, rather than basing the calculation on the 30 PELV curves that represent flood hazard nationally.
Local meteorological, watershed, and floodplain properties (e.g., terrain, presence of levees)
could be used to guide the selection of the appropriate PELV curve or to develop new PELV
curves using longer records and modern analysis techniques. This adjustment would lead to more
narrowly defined rate classes and premiums that better reflect the local flood hazard.
Conclusion 3. NFIP claims data for a given depth of flooding are highly variable, suggesting that inundation depth is not the only driver of damage to structures or that the quality
of the economic damage and inundation depth reports that support the insurance claims is
poor. Investigating the relationship between claims and the depth and duration of inundation is
particularly important for negatively elevated structures, which are inundated by a flood longer
than structures above the base flood elevation. An incremental improvement is to develop new
classes of damage prediction functions that capture key damage drivers (e.g., depth and duration
P R E P U B L I C AT I O N C O P Y
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of inundation, flow velocity, water contamination, debris content) and use the appropriate function in the rate calculation. Research and new data collection would be required to determine
which drivers for estimating flood damage are important. The incremental costs for collecting
additional data on structure characteristics is likely to be low, and the cost for carrying out the
research is likely to be moderate. The contribution of data quality to the variability in claims data
is discussed below (see “Supporting Data”).
Conclusion 4. When the sample of claims data is small, the NFIP credibility weighting
scheme assumes that U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) damage estimates are better
than NFIP claims data, which has not been proven. With almost 50 years of NFIP claims data, it may no longer be necessary to incorporate USACE damage models of unknown origin and
quality into NFIP damage estimates. Instead, the NFIP could rely on improved damage models
(see Conclusion 3) and its own and other flood damage reports (including damage reports from
USACE, the National Weather Service, and state and local agencies involved in post-flood damage assessments) to adjust the DELV curves annually. This approach would take advantage of
better models, a larger dataset, and multiple sources of damage data, which would provide an
independent check on NFIP data quality. Smaller improvements could be made by determining
the quality of the USACE data—a difficult task given the lack of documentation—and revising
the NFIP credibility scheme to weigh the two datasets appropriately.
Conclusion 5. Levees may reduce the flood risk for negatively elevated structures, even if
they do not meet NFIP standards for protection against the 1 percent annual chance exceedance flood. An incremental step is to modify the Levee Analysis and Mapping Procedure
(LAMP) to assess the ability of non-accredited levees to prevent inundation of negatively elevated structures by events more frequent than the 1 percent annual chance exceedance flood. LAMP
implementation has only recently begun, and so the cost of application is uncertain. Much of the
effort focuses on developing and calibrating models that can be used for floods with various exceedance probabilities. The effort to modify the procedure and use the results in the average annual loss calculation is likely to be moderate. The procedure is already being applied for the 1
percent annual chance exceedance flood, and so the incremental cost to apply it for more frequent events will likely be low. However, the cost to collect the data necessary to assess the levee performance and reduction of flood risk may be high, especially for levees that have never
been certified.
Conclusion 6. When risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures are implemented,
premiums are likely to be higher than they are today, creating perverse incentives for policyholders to purchase too little or no insurance. As a result, the concept of recovering loss
through pooling premiums breaks down, and the NFIP may not collect enough premiums
to cover losses and underinsured policyholders may have inadequate financial protection.
A short term solution for discouraging the deliberate purchase of too little insurance, and to fairly
compensate for it, is to tie the underinsurance adjustment to the ratio of the amount of insurance
purchased to the replacement cost value of the structure, as is currently done for structures in the
VE zone. Alternatively, the NFIP could reduce loss payments or impose other penalties for seP R E P U B L I C AT I O N C O P Y
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verely underinsured structures, although public policy issues may also have to considered. The
cost to implement these changes will likely be low.
Conclusion 7. Adjustments in deductible discounts could help reduce the high risk-based
premiums expected for negatively elevated structures. Premium discounts are currently based
on the dollar amount of the deductible chosen and whether the structure is pre- or post-FIRM.
However, more refined PELV curves and more accurate replacement cost information in rating
policies can be used to structure deductible discounts that are more appropriate to individual expected annual losses. Minimum deductibles could also be increased, which would reduce premiums as well as NFIP expected claims payouts overall. The costs to implement these changes are
likely to be low.

New Approach: A Comprehensive Risk Assessment
Conclusion 8. Modern technologies, including analysis tools and improved data collection
and management capabilities, enable the development and use of comprehensive risk assessment methods, which could improve NFIP estimates of flood loss. A comprehensive risk
assessment would describe risk over the entire range of flood hazard conditions and flood events,
including the large, infrequent floods that cause substantial losses to the NFIP portfolio, and the
smaller, frequent floods that make up a significant portion of loss to negatively elevated structures. It would also describe the various levels of protection offered by all elements of a flood
protection system (e.g., reservoirs, levees, floodwalls, diversions and bypasses, channels, warning systems) and mitigation measures (e.g., elevating structures) through the entire range of flood
events. Finally, a comprehensive risk assessment would account explicitly for uncertainty and
changing conditions. Epistemic and aleatory uncertainties are accounted for through the risk
analysis, including uncertainty about current and future flood hazard; structure value, vulnerability, and elevation; and current and future performance of flood protection measures. The results
of a comprehensive risk assessment would improve the accuracy, precision, and robustness of
flood loss estimates. It would also provide additional information to support management of the
NFIP portfolio.
The NFIP already has taken some steps toward a comprehensive risk assessment (e.g., by
developing multi-frequency depth grids). In addition, the NFIP is collaborating with the USACE
to align methods. For example, a joint USACE–Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) task force recommended the following for the NFIP (USACE and FEMA, 2013, p. 14):
Eliminate the concept of levee system accreditation and instead implement a risk-informed suite of
NFIP actions. This involves a more holistic change within the NFIP from a single “in or out”
boundary of 1 percent annual chance exceedance for insurance and floodplain management to graduated zones that reflect risk, including consequences. This could include insurance premiums scaled
for each parcel/risk zone, whether leveed or not, and implementation of risk-informed floodplain
management requirements scaled to the risk zones.
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Key steps in implementing a comprehensive risk assessment include the following:
 Develop or adapt a framework and software for the analysis. The software would have
to integrate descriptions of hazard, exposure, vulnerability, performance, and uncertainty about
those components to compute the distribution of flood losses and the average annual loss and to
assess risk for individual structures, communities, or the entire portfolio of insured structures.
The procedures and software would have to be consistent and applicable for a broad user base.
Developing the software and procedures, training users, and shifting operations from the current
hydrologic method to a comprehensive risk assessment would likely be expensive. However, taking advantage of existing procedures and software tools developed by the USACE (USACE,
1996),1 the NFIP,2 or other government agencies and private companies involved in floodplain
management could yield significant cost savings.
 Describe flood hazard for every structure by modeling watershed, channel, tidal, and
riverine and coastal floodplain characteristics at fine spatial resolution. This description would
replace the hazard information currently provided by the PELV curves. The NFIP’s multifrequency depth grids, which use available hydrologic and hydraulic analysis to describe sitespecific flood hazard, are a step in this direction. In certain cases, information from existing
flood studies completed by the NFIP, the USACE, or other agencies is adequate for this purpose.
In other cases, new studies will have to be completed to define the water surface elevation–
exceedance probability functions. Modeling costs will be consistent with those incurred by the
NFIP today, although additional model applications will have to be developed to compute inundation depths for the full range of flood frequencies. Where the terrain and hydraulics are complex, multi-dimensional hydraulic models will have be developed to capture the water movement. These come at a greater cost. However, the capabilities of readily available, commonly
used software—notably HEC-RAS—are expanding, permitting multi-dimensional modeling to
be carried out cheaper and faster than before (Brunner, 2014).
 Describe quantitatively the uncertainty about all of the components of the flood risk
analysis. For example, it will be important to describe the distribution about the mean 50, 10, 1,
and 0.2 percent annual chance exceedance inundation depths. This distribution will depend on
how the inundation depth–exceedance probability function is defined, including the size of the
historical sample used to fit the probability model. Integrating uncertainty analysis into the rate
calculation would add costs, because it imposes two new requirements on the NFIP: (1) the development of probability distributions of key inputs and (2) numerous repetitions of calculations.
For some inputs, the probability distributions could be estimated with little additional effort. For
example, information about the distribution of damage incurred for a given inundation depth is
currently reported and could be used to derive the distribution about the mean damage. Estimating uncertainty about other inputs would require more effort. In addition, training in methods for
describing uncertainty of the various flood risk components will likely be required.
 Determine the elevation, replacement value, and relevant characteristics of insured
structures. Structure elevation data are needed to develop a predictor of potential damage to the
1
2

See http://www.hec.usace.army.mil/software/hec-fda/.
See http://www.fema.gov/hazus.
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structure for all inundation depths. Replacement values are needed to identify the maximum potential damage and to develop more realistic damage models. Relevant structure characteristics
need to be determined so that a proper predictor of damage can be used when structures are
grouped for damage assessment. Low cost methods for obtaining structure elevation, replacement values, and structure characteristics are discussed below.
 Describe the performance of levees and other flood protection measures with probabilistic models, which are not typically used in NFIP analyses. Developing these models is likely to
be one of the more expensive elements of a comprehensive risk analysis framework. Some of the
required input has been developed by the USACE, but the analysis would go further by capturing
the system-wide performance of all elements of a flood protection system. In addition, the NFIP
technical investigations and analyses for levee certification are similar to those that would be required to develop fragility functions for each flood protection measure. New standards for these
analyses and models would have to be developed and promulgated to ensure they are applied
consistently.
The greatest improvements in precision and accuracy and the fewest integration problems
are likely if NFIP takes all steps, making the holistic change recommended by the USACE–
FEMA interagency task force. However, these steps could be implemented independently, with
some attention to their eventual inclusion in a comprehensive risk assessment.

SUPPORTING DATA
The third and fourth tasks of the committee concern data. Task 3 was to discuss engineering, hydrologic, and property assessment data needed for implementing risk-based premiums for
negatively elevated structures, and Task 4 was to discuss approaches for keeping these data updated. The discussion below focuses on near-term data issues, which have been documented or
seem likely to arise.

Data Collection
Conclusion 9. Risk-based rating for negatively elevated structures requires, at a minimum,
structure elevation data, water surface elevations for frequent flood events, and new information on structure characteristics to support the assessment of structure damage and
flood risk. Water surface elevation data can be extracted from existing flood studies (see Conclusion 2). Data on structure elevation and characteristics will have to be collected.
Structure Elevation. Structure elevations have not been determined for approximately threequarters of the structures in the NFIP thought to be negatively elevated. The NFIP requires an
Elevation Certificate for risk-based rating (FEMA, 2004). An Elevation Certificate records the
elevation of the lowest floor of a structure and also includes information on the property, the
Flood Insurance Rate Map for the community, and photographs and comments describing the
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building. Figure 5.1 shows an Elevation Certificate for a negatively elevated structure in Isleton,
California. For this structure, the base flood elevation is 9 feet (item B9), and the top of bottom
floor and the lowest adjacent grade are far below that (item C2).
For a given rate class, the lower the elevation of the structure, the higher the premium, with
large premium increases every foot below the base flood elevation (e.g., see Table 2.2). Consequently, it is important to obtain accurate estimates of structure elevations, particularly for negatively elevated structures. Errors in the structure elevation used for risk-based rating can result in
policyholders paying too much or too little for flood insurance. A Dewberry (2005) study found
a significant number of errors in Elevation Certificates. For example, in Pinellas County, Florida,
12.5 percent of 1,524 certificates had either no lowest floor elevation or grossly erroneous elevations. Detecting and correcting errors and omissions in the forms is the responsibility of the
communities that maintain the Elevation Certificates (FEMA, 2004). In practice, however, it is
difficult for a community to confirm whether the information on an Elevation Certificate is accurate, and so audits tend to focus on whether the blanks are filled in. This raises important questions about the quality of the existing certificates.
An Elevation Certificate prepared by a licensed surveyor or engineer generally costs $500
to $1,000, and the cost is usually borne by policyholders. Substantial cost savings are possible if
large groups of structures (e.g., a neighborhood) are surveyed with common land surveying
methods. Obtaining commercial data may also be cost effective. In addition, new technologies
have the potential to estimate structure elevation at a much lower cost. For example, vehiclemounted lidar is being used in North Carolina to acquire highest adjacent grade elevations for
approximately $25 per structure.3 However, some work would have to be done to determine the
extent to which these highest adjacent grade elevations can be translated to lowest floor elevations. For example, a Dewberry (2005) report found that lidar measurements would have to be
supplemented with on-site precise survey measurements. Cross-checking structure elevations
from vehicle-mounted lidar and from Elevation Certificates may offer a means of validating both
measurements.
Structure elevations (and in some cases, flood studies) have to be updated following a major flood event or the accumulation of enough vertical land motion (e.g., uplift from tectonics,
subsidence from sediment compaction or extraction of water or hydrocarbons) to change the rate
class. These updates will maintain the accuracy of the flood hazard assessments. Vertical land
motion is significant in some parts of the country. For example, the coasts of Oregon and Washington are rising about 1.5–3.0 mm per year due to tectonics, and parts of the Los Angeles Basin
have risen or dropped by more than 10 mm per year due to hydrocarbon and groundwater withdrawal and faulting (NRC, 2012).

3

Presentation to the committee by John Dorman, Program Director, North Carolina Floodplain Mapping Program,
on May 12, 2014.
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FIGURE 5.1 Examplee of an Elevation Certificatte, with identiifying featurees redacted, foor a negativelly
elevated house
h
built in 1970 in Isletton, Californiaa. SOURCE:: Courtesy off George Bootth, Senior Civvil
Engineer, Sacramento County, Califfornia.
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Structure Characteristics. Information on structure characteristics is used to understand the exposure and vulnerability of structures to damage from flooding. The NFIP collects some information on structures, including the construction characteristics (e.g., presence of a basement), the
number of floors, and the type of supporting foundation. However, additional information would
have to be collected to support the development and use of improved damage prediction models
that consider flood duration, which is likely important for negatively elevated structures, as well
as other possible drivers of flood damage. New data needs include the characteristics and usage
of basements, the properties of the foundation, the type of structure or architecture, the type of
interior and exterior finishes (e.g., brick vs. siding; wood vs. vinyl floors), and the quality of construction. These data would likely need to be updated only after a major renovation. The incremental cost for collecting additional data on structure characteristics is likely to be low.

Data Quality and Consistency
Conclusion 10. The lack of uniformity and control over the methods used to determine
structure replacement cost values and the insufficient quality control of NFIP claims data
undermine the accuracy of NFIP flood loss estimates and premium adjustments.
Replacement Cost. The NFIP obtains replacement cost data from insurance companies and
agents, who use their own methods to estimate replacement cost (e.g., property sales data, construction costs, maximum amount of insurance coverage). Consequently, replacement cost estimates are often inconsistent. Replacement cost values could potentially be improved by (1) requiring all insurance companies and agents to use a single cost estimation method or (2) purchasing replacement cost data from commercial databases that use consistent methods to estimate
replacement costs. A single method for estimating replacement costs, either developed or endorsed by the NFIP, would yield more consistent results and also be less liable to manipulation.
The cost of obtaining more accurate estimates of replacement values from insurance companies
need not exceed the current cost. An alternative is to purchase commercially available property
replacement values estimated from regional and local property sales data, construction cost data,
and other proprietary information, as is commonly done in the private insurance industry. Replacement cost estimates provided to this committee by two commercial data providers are in the
range of $0.40 to $0.60 per property for the NFIP portfolio (about $2.5 million for all NFIP policies). Having multiple sources of replacement cost data would also enable the NFIP to assess the
quality of replacement cost data and to choose which is best for rating purposes.
The value of a structure will change following a disaster (e.g., flood, fire, earthquake),
structural modification, or socioeconomic factors (e.g., regional economic trends). Replacement
cost data for affected properties could be purchased following these triggers. Increases in construction costs due to local demand surge in a post-disaster environment could be predicted with
engineering and economic indices.
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NFIP Claims Data. The variability in NFIP claims data for a given depth of inundation may
partly reflect the inconsistent replacement cost data discussed above or the quality of damage
reports. For example, the units for reporting inundation depths are not always specified consistently (e.g., 2 feet versus 2 inches), creating considerable uncertainty.4 In addition, basic data that
are used to estimate flood damages (e.g., base flood elevation, depth of flooding, losses above
the amount of flood insurance carried) are not always accurate or complete (Galloway et al.,
2006; GAO, 2008). While data needed for later analysis can be cleaned up by adjusting for what
appear to be erroneous values or outliers, ongoing efforts to improve quality at the point of data
collection are important to the NFIP ratemaking method.
Data quality could be improved by collecting more data in damage reports and implementing a more thorough quality control and review process. A focused sampling of historical loss
claims could reveal where data quality has compromised rate setting. For example, verifying historical inundation depths (e.g., by using stream gage data) and analyzing spatial statistics on a
sample of structure elevations could show the extent to which unreported units of inundation
depth are a problem. In addition, systemic changes in the manner data are collected and reported
could improve data quality. For example, damage report forms could be revised to specify that
inundation depths are reported in inches. Other changes could include more stringent requirements and standardized procedures for Write Your Own companies and contractors involved in
NFIP insurance operations as well as targeted efforts in the ongoing operational reviews of those
entities.

FEASIBILITY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND COST
The fifth task of the committee was to discuss feasibility, implementation, and cost of underwriting risk-based premiums for negatively elevated structures, including a comparison of
factors used to set risk-based premiums. A detailed assessment of implementation options was
beyond the capability of the committee because it requires detailed information on NFIP operations, costs, and plans, as well as the knowledge and experience of NFIP analysts. Consequently,
the committee used its judgment, gained through experience with similar risk assessments, to
discuss issues of timing, costs, and level of effort associated with adjusting NFIP methods. These
issues are discussed below and summarized in Table 5.1.

Feasibility
Many of the analysis approaches identified by the committee are already being carried out
by other organizations, and so should be feasible for the NFIP to implement. For example, the
USACE analyzes risk on a site-specific basis for its planning studies, developing water surface
elevation–exceedance probability functions and computing average annual loss for individual
structures or groups of structures. This approach demonstrates that site-specific precision for risk
4

Personal communication from Andy Neal, FEMA, on July 7, 2014.
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analysis is feasible. The performance of levees in reducing flood risk has been described using
probabilistic models by the USACE and others (URS/JBA, 2008; IPET, 2009). This approach
was recommended by the USACE–FEMA task force and was expected to have a cost comparable to the cost of NFIP levee accreditation (USACE and FEMA, 2013). Modeling and analysis of
site-specific information and future flood scenarios are already used in the private flood insurance market (see “Catastrophe Models” in Chapter 3), demonstrating that more refined rating
models are feasible. Finally, the state of North Carolina has demonstrated that lidar mounted on
vehicles can be used to determine individual structure elevations on a large scale and at low cost.
It has also shown that a digital environment that displays information on flood hazard, structure
vulnerability, and flood risk management options for individual structures can be created at relatively low cost ($3,000–$12,000 per county in North Carolina).5

Cost
As discussed above and summarized in Table 5.1, incremental changes to current NFIP
methods can be accomplished at low or moderate cost. Implementing new approaches, such as
those included in a comprehensive risk assessment, will carry higher costs. However, the use of
relevant information, models, and analysis methods developed by other government agencies
would speed the work and stretch NFIP resources. For example, the USACE collects data on
structure elevations, types, and replacement values in floodprone areas, and derives hazard and
performance information for its planning studies. Similarly, California has collected information
on flood hazard, performance, exposure, and vulnerability in the Central Valley.6 Obtaining such
information would enable the NFIP to move to a comprehensive risk analysis in some areas
without incurring all costs associated with developing new models and gathering new data. Easy
access to flood risk databases, such as those maintained by North Carolina, could also reduce
costs for insurance companies and agents that write NFIP policies by reducing the need to collect
information or interpret map data in some areas.

Implementation
This report identifies a menu of possible changes to NFIP methods, ranging from simple to
complex. Ultimately, the NFIP needs methods that rest on a firm scientific and technical foundation, which is important for setting rates that are credible, fair, and transparent. Changes to the
water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions and to the flood damage functions
would strengthen the scientific and technical foundation for setting risk-based rates for negatively elevated structures. If immediate changes must be made (e.g., a congressionally mandated end
to subsidies and shift to risk-based rates), then the NFIP could implement the incremental changes to PELV, DELV, and levee performance. Otherwise, taking the time and effort to implement a
5
6

Presentation to the committee by John Dorman, North Carolina Floodplain Mapping Program, on May 12, 2014.
See http://www.water.ca.gov/cvfmp/2012cvfpp.cfm.
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comprehensive risk analysis methodology and to develop site-specific flood hazard descriptions,
models that predict damage from multiple drivers, and probabilistic models that describe the performance of risk reduction measures would yield a better assessment of flood losses, and thereby
provide a firmer foundation for rate setting.
The challenge for the NFIP is to determine how to integrate the components of a comprehensive risk analysis into the rate-setting process. Although it is feasible to estimate the average
annual loss for each structure, it may not be practical for a national insurance program to administer a program with potentially millions of structure-specific rates. For example, premium rates
may vary by only a few cents per $1,000 among similar structures in a neighborhood, because of
slight differences in the water surface elevation–exceedance probability functions. The accuracy
achieved with these rates would not be worth the administrative burden. However, flood losses
calculated for individual structures could be used to inform the assignment of those structures to
rate classes.
Similarly, some evaluation will be required to balance the higher costs of data analysis and
training against the benefits of a thorough uncertainty analysis. These benefits include a more
reliable estimate of the expected loss, including losses from low-probability high-consequence
events such as hurricanes Katrina and Sandy, and a clear statement of the limitations of the underlying analysis. In addition, the analysis would identify areas of high uncertainty, and thus
where enhanced data collection or refinements to the rate model would be most productive. For
example, if uncertainty analysis demonstrates that rates are most sensitive to variations about
mean inundation depth, then the NFIP may choose not to invest in expanding the current depth–
damage predictors to include flood duration, velocity, or other damage drivers.
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TABLE 5.1 Summary of Potential Changes to NFIP Methods
Rate CompoCurrent NFIP
Incremental Changes to NFIP Methods
nent
Method
Change
Level of Efforta
Use a water surface MEDIUM effort to
Hazard
Described with
extract data from
elevation–
PELV curves,
existing flood
exceedance probawhich are fitted
studies and to
bility function that
to a location usrepresents the haz- analyze the flood
ing an estimate
frequency inforard at the structure
of the 1 percent
mation to develop
using information
annual chance
the categories
from existing flood
exceedance
studies. Select from
depth. The rate
LOW increase in
existing PELV
setting process
effort once the
curves or create
averages over
categories have
new categories of
PELV curves,
been identified
functions for variand so the hazous topographic,
ard description
hydrologic, and hyis not specific to
draulic conditions
the site

Vulnerability

Use a DELV
curve for the
structure type to
predict the damage ratio as a
function of depth
of inundation.
DELV curves
are developed
from NFIP data
and USACE historical analyses.
Structure elevations are determined using

Continue using
DELV curves, but
review methods for
averaging NFIP and
USACE loss and
damage information
Investigate causes
of great variability in
damage, including
other drivers, and
expand damage
predictors if appropriate

LOW effort to review and enhance
the credibility
weighting scheme
MEDIUM effort to
investigate additional damage
drivers
LOW effort to investigate commercial data on
structure elevation

Data Needs
Estimates of water surface elevations more frequent than the 1
percent annual
chance exceedance elevation to
refine the development of PELV
curves
Meteorological,
watershed, and
floodplain properties to establish
categories of water surface elevation–exceedance
probability functions
Historical damage
data and information on floods
and identified
damage drivers
Provenance of
USACE inundation depth–
damage functions
if credibility
weighting scheme
is to be enhanced
Data from vehicle-
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Shift to a Comprehensive Risk Assessment
Change
Level of Efforta
Data Needs
Develop siteHIGH effort to
Data for a comspecific water
overhaul asplete hydrologic
surface elevasessment
and hydraulic
tion–
analysis, includexceedance
ing watershed
probability funcproperties to estions
timate runoff,
channel geometry to estimate
water surface
elevation in the
channel, and
floodplain geometry to estimate water surface elevation at
structures

Make use of
enhanced postflood damage
reporting to develop dataset
and establish
inundation
depth–damage
functions independent of the
USACE damage
models
Use a larger set
of damage pre-

HIGH effort to
incorporate additional damage
drivers into the
analysis
LOW effort to
investigate
commercial data
on structure elevation
HIGH effort to
use lidar to estimate structure

Historical damage data and
information on
floods and identified damage
drivers
Data from vehicle-mounted lidar
to validate or replace Elevation
Certificates

Alternative Approaches and Implementation
ground surveys

Require property
owners to obtain
Elevation Certificates
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HIGH effort to use
lidar to estimate
structure elevations

mounted lidar to
validate or replace
Elevation Certificates

Exposure

Use structure
replacement
values reported
by insurance
agents

Performance

Credit levees
and other flood
protection
measures with
reducing risk
from the 1 percent annual
chance exceedance and more
frequent events
if the levee
meets NFIP
standards; ignore other lev-

elevations

Investigate using vehiclemounted lidar to
estimate lowest
floor elevation

Investigate using
commercial sources
of structure elevation data
Investigate using
vehicle-mounted
lidar to estimate
lowest floor elevation
Obtain consistent
structure replacement values by setting standards for
insurance companies or purchasing
commercial data
Credit levees with
providing full or partial protection, as
determined with
expanded application of LAMP for
events more frequent than 1 percent annual chance
exceedance

dictors to capture the relevant
drivers of damage

LOW effort to obtain accurate
structure replacement values

Accurate and
consistent structure replacement
values

Same as incremental change

Same as incremental change

Same as incremental change

LOW effort to collect additional data on the performance of certified
levees; HIGH effort to collect data
on levees that
have not been
certified

Additional information on levee
performance for
events more frequent and less
frequent than the
1 percent annual
chance exceedance flood

Use fragility
functions to describe the performance of and
uncertainty of all
flood protection
measures, attributing risk reduction as appropriate

HIGH effort to
develop fragility
functions for all
flood protection
measures affecting insured
properties

Additional information on the
performance of
flood protection
measures, including results of geotechnical engineering explorations and analyses

MEDIUM effort to
adjust the LAMP
analysis procedure and the av-
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HIGH effort to
adjust risk analysis procedures
to include those
fragility functions
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ees in the risk
analysis. Enhancements are
proceeding under LAMP

Underinsurance

Deductibles

Compensate for
underinsurance
using a loading
factor to adjust
rate so the collective premiums reflect the
expected annual
loss

Minimum and
maximum deductibles are
offered for structures and contents

Apply the treatment
of underinsurance
used for VE zone
structures to all
structures in portfolio
Impose penalties
(e.g., reduce loss
payments) if the
insured value is too
low at the time of
loss
Increase the minimum deductible

erage annual loss
calculation to account for risk reduction attributable to nonaccredited levees
LOW effort to
make administrative changes

LOW effort to
make administrative changes

Accurate and
consistent structure replacement
values

Same as incremental change

Same as incremental change

Same as incremental change

None

Same as incremental change

Same as incremental change

Same as incremental change

Account for differences in flood risk
and structure values when calculating premium discounts
Express deductibles as a percentage of the insured
value, rather than
fixed value
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a
A low level of effort means that existing resources can be reapplied to make the change (e.g., a few person months). Medium effort means that existing resources plus some additional resources would be required to make the change (e.g., a few person years). High effort means that substantial new resources would be required to make the change (e.g., a
person decade).
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Glossary

1 percent annual chance [exceedance] flood—A flood that has a 1 percent chance of being
equaled or exceeded in any given year; also known as the “100-year flood” or “base flood”
(http://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insurance-program/definitions)
Average annual loss—Expected long-term loss, which is obtained by multiplying the probability of an event by its expected loss and summing over all possible events (GFDRR, 2009)
Base flood elevation (BFE)—The elevation of surface water resulting from a flood that has a 1
percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year (http://www.fema.gov/nationalflood-insurance-program/definitions)
Catastrophe model—A computer-based model that estimates losses from natural or manmade
hazards, such as earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, and acts of terrorism (Grossi and Kunreuther,
2005)
Credibility weighting—A statistical analysis that combines theoretical damage with observed
damage results. When sufficient claims exist to provide statistical confidence in observed results,
the depth–damage relationship is based on the claims data. When claims data are insufficient, the
claims data and theoretical damage are combined using a weighting process
(http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1748-25045-4777/hazusmr5_fl_tm.pdf)
DED—A term in the NFIP actuarial rate formula to eliminate that portion of the loss that will be
borne by the policyholder through his or her deductible (FEMA, 2013d)
DELV—A term in the NFIP actuarial rate formula that estimates damage to the property, expressed as a percentage of the total property (replacement) value, resulting from a specified
depth of water (FEMA, 2013d)
Depth grid—A grid is a digital raster dataset that defines geographic space as an array of equally sized square cells arranged in rows and columns. The value in each cell represents the magni89
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tude in that location of the flood depth represented by that particular grid
(http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1406747117357744b6bd203c18ada4806ad4e90c18b81/Flood_Depth_and_Analysis_Grids_Guidance_May_201
4.pdf)
Detailed studies—Flood hazard mapping studies that are done use hydrologic and hydraulic
methods that produce base flood elevations, floodways, and other pertinent flood data
(https://www.fema.gov/pdf/floodplain/nfip_sg_appendix_d.pdf)
Elevation Certificate—A certificate that verifies the elevation data of a structure on a given
property relative to the ground level. It is used by local communities and builders to ensure compliance with local floodplain management ordinances and is also used by insurance agents and
companies in the rating of flood insurance policies
(https://www.floodsmart.gov/floodsmart/pages/glossary_A-I.jsp)
Exceedance probability—Probability that a random event will exceed a specified magnitude in
a given time period, usually 1 year unless otherwise indicated (http://www.fema.gov/medialibrary-data/20130726-1553-20490-8579/dl_flow_app2.pdf)
EXLOSS (expected loss ratio)—A term in the NFIP actuarial rate formula, which serves as a
loading factor for underwriting expenses, a contingency factor, and other factors (FEMA, 2013d)
Exposure—The number of people and value of property that might be harmed by inundation
(CDWR and USACE, 2013)
Flood depth—Height of flood waters above the surface of the ground at a given point
(http://www.fema.gov/pdf/fima/pbuffd_appendix_b.pdf)
Flood duration—Amount of time between the initial rise of flood waters and their recession
(http://www.fema.gov/pdf/fima/pbuffd_appendix_b.pdf)
Flood elevation—Height of flood waters above an elevation datum plane (also called water surface elevation; http://www.fema.gov/pdf/fima/pbuffd_appendix_b.pdf)
Flood hazard—Frequency of occurrence of excess water (large flow rates, high stages, or both)
at a location. Commonly, this is represented with flow- or stage-frequency relationships (how
severe and how often floods occur) at specific locations (CDWR and USACE, 2013)
Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)—The official map of a community prepared by FEMA
that shows the Special Flood Hazard Areas, the base flood elevations, and the flood risk zones
applicable to the community. The following designations are made for insurance rating purposes:
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 Post-FIRM building—A building constructed or substantially improved after December
31, 1974, or after the effective date of the initial Flood Insurance Rate Map of a community,
whichever is later
 Pre-FIRM building—A building constructed or substantially improved on or before December 31, 1974, or before the effective date of the initial Flood Insurance Rate Map of the
community, whichever is later (http://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insuranceprogram/definitions)
Flood protection measure—Those physical works for which funds have been authorized, appropriated, and expended and which have been constructed specifically to modify flooding in
order to reduce the extent of the area subject to a “special flood hazard” and the extent of the
depths of the associated flooding. These systems typically include hurricane tidal barriers, dams,
reservoirs, levees, or dikes (http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1922-250454455/20130703_approachdocument_508.pdf)
Flood risk—Risk is the potential for an unwanted outcome. The flood risk to economic activity
is the chance that individuals will lose property due to flooding. The risk is measured by economic metrics, such as direct and indirect costs (Traver et al., 2014)
Floodplain—Any land area susceptible to being inundated by flood waters from any source
(http://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insurance-program/definitions)
Fragility curve (or function)—Describes the likelihood of flooding due to a levee breach, given
the loading on the water side of the levee (CDWR and USACE, 2013)
Full-risk premium rate—A rate charged to a group of policies that results in aggregate premiums sufficient to pay anticipated losses and expenses for that group; also referred to as an actuarial rate (http://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insurance-program/definitions)
LADJ—A factor in the NFIP actuarial rate formula to account for loss adjustment expenses
(FEMA, 2013d)
Lidar (light detection and ranging)—A remote sensing method that uses light in the form of a
pulsed laser to measure ranges (variable distances) to Earth. These light pulses—combined with
other data recorded by the airborne system—generate precise, three-dimensional information
about the shape of Earth and its surface characteristics. Lidar terrain data are used in hydraulic
models of the floodplain (http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/lidar.html)
Lowest floor—The lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including basement) of a building
(http://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insurance-program/definitions#L)
Negatively elevated structure—A structure in the Special Flood Hazard Area with the lowest
floor elevation below the base flood elevation
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PELV—A term in the NFIP actuarial rate formula that estimates the annual probability that
flood waters will reach or exceed a given depth relative to the base flood elevation (FEMA,
2013d)
Performance—The effectiveness of flood or floodplain management measures (CDWR and
USACE, 2013)
Replacement value—The current cost of a similar new item having the closest usage to the item
being replaced. The item does not need to be replaced with an exact replica including all the
item’s deficiencies, superadequacies, or obsolescence (USACE, 1995)
Special Flood Hazard Area—Portion of the floodplain subject to inundation by a 1 percent annual chance [exceedance] flood (http://www.fema.gov/pdf/fima/pbuffd_appendix_b.pdf)
Subsidized premium rate—A rate charged to a group of policies that results in aggregate premiums insufficient to pay anticipated losses and expenses for that group
(http://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insurance-program/definitions)
UNIS—A term in the NFIP actuarial rate formula to adjust for how much policyholders have
underinsured their property (FEMA, 2013d)
Vulnerability—The susceptibility of people and property to be harmed from the hazard (i.e.,
how flooding adversely affects people and property; CDWR and USACE, 2013)
Zone—A geographical area shown on a Flood Hazard Boundary Map or a Flood Insurance Rate
Map that reflects the severity or type of flooding in the area (http://www.fema.gov/nationalflood-insurance-program/definitions)
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

BFE
FEMA
FIRM
LAMP
NFIP
USACE

base flood elevation
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Flood Insurance Rate Map
Levee Analysis and Mapping Procedure
National Flood Insurance Program
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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